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10 ECONOMY, GROWTH AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

10.1 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT - KILMORE REJUVENATION 
Author: Amy Reynolds - Economic Development Coordinator 

James Bone - Business Advisor Strategy Specialist  
File No: PL/13/055 
Attachments: 1. Summary of Submissions and Additional Survey Comments   

2. North Section - Car Parking   
3. South Section - Car Parking       

 
1. Purpose   

1.1  To consider the outcomes for the recent stakeholder engagement for the 
streetscape upgrades to Sydney Street, Kilmore – Kilmore Rejuvenation.  

 1.2  This report intends to show what engagement has taken place thus far with 
the Kilmore community and makes recommendations, regarding the 
endorsement of specified aesthetic design elements within the project 
plans. 

2. Background 

2.1 Following adoption of the Kilmore Town Centre Plan, Council was 
successful in receiving $3.37 million in funding through Victorian State 
Government’s, Growing Suburbs Fund and Regional Infrastructure Fund.  

2.2 This funding is for the delivery of Essential Projects 1 and 2 within the 
Kilmore Town Centre Plan and will result in a streetscape upgrade for 
Sydney Street, between Clarke and Bourke Street. 

2.3 The Kilmore Town Centre Plan identifies several improvement projects that 
collectively form the ongoing Kilmore Rejuvenation initiative. The Sydney 
Street upgrade works are the first step to a greater rejuvenation vision.  

2.4 As part of the detailed design development process, targeted stakeholder 
discussion occurred in November and December 2020. This included 
discussion with local community and business groups.  

2.5 Following finalisation of the detailed design concepts and the final approval 
from Regional Roads Victoria, broader stakeholder engagement has now 
occurred.  

3. Key Matters 

3.1 Based on the results of a project survey which formed part of the 
stakeholder engagement, there is an understanding of preferred outcomes 
for; paint colour scheme, new signage design for town entrance (not 
currently funded) and light pole banners, and historical stories for pavement 
placement.  
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3.2 During engagement several concerns were raised regarding the loss of 34 
car parking spaces. However, many participants also suggested that 
improvements to accessibility and provision of surrounding off street parking 
would improve the carparking availability within Sydney Street.  

3.3 In addition to the streetscape upgrade works, the Kilmore Town Centre Plan 
identifies the objective of upgrading car parking within Victoria and Patrick 
Streets and on the Council owned land behind the Royal Oak Hotel. If these 
upgrades are completed, it is estimated that an additional 66 parking spaces 
would be created, therefore more than offsetting the short-term loss of 34 
parking spaces. 

3.4 Another commonly raised concern was that the streetscape upgrade should 
not occur until such time as the Kilmore Bypass is completed. Therefore, 
removing trucks from Sydney Street and immediately improving the street 
amenity. Similarly, some participants suggested that the financial spend on 
the upgrade works did not represent good value, and that this funding 
should be spent on the Kilmore Bypass project.  

3.5 Completing this stakeholder engagement and consequently finalising the 
detailed design, will enable the next steps of project delivery to commence. 
Given unexpected delays associated with seeking input from Regional 
Roads Victoria, a variation to the funding agreement milestone timelines will 
be required. This must be approved by the State Government for the project 
to be completed. 

Recommendations 

THAT Council: 
1. Note the survey responses and written submissions received.  
2. Endorse the implementation of the following aesthetic design elements within the 

current Sydney Street upgrade project plans:  
 Prussian Blue heritage colour scheme for external furnishings such as light 

poles, bollards and street furniture. 
 Town branding of “1841” for use on street banners. 
 Historical stories identified as; The Mail Run, The 1855 Plan, Colonial 

Bank and Black Bull Hotel and Stores. Continue to work with the Kilmore 
Community to develop any additional stories. 

3. Continue to advocate for the high priority Kilmore Bypass project. 
4. Endorse the concept designs for the streetscape upgrades to allow the tender 

process to commence. 
5. Endorse design Concept 1 (Cursive Script) for the town entry signs and refer this 

project to future capital works budget development processes. 
6. Note the future opportunities that exist to increase car parking throughout the 

town centre precinct, that support the objectives of the Kilmore Town Centre Plan. 
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7. Seek a variation to the Growing Suburbs Fund Agreement with DELWP to extend 
the relevant key milestones. 
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4. Financial, Resource and Asset Management Implications 

4.1 The current project is grant funded and is being project managed by existing 
resources of the Strategic Planning and Economy and Engineering and 
Major Projects Departments. 

4.2 New streetscape assets including footpath pavements, street trees and 
street furniture created through the delivery of this project will be owned and 
managed by Council and maintained using existing operational resources. 

5. Consultation 

5.1 Stakeholder engagement occurred during July-August 2021. The intent of 
this engagement was to survey interested stakeholders on preferred 
elements of aesthetic design (e.g. paint colours), to engage community on 
the project design plans and to commence an ongoing project dialogue with 
the Kilmore community. 

5.2 Awareness of the stakeholder engagement activities was generated via: 
 Online – Engaging Mitchell and social media. 
 Letters being sent to all surrounding landowners. 
 Local newspaper advertisements. 
 A trader door knock. 

5.3 Interested community members were able to engage with Council officers 
at three drop-in sessions, (one of which was completed online), an 
information station which was based at the Kilmore library for a period of 
two weeks and via phone/email or individual appointment.  

5.4 At the conclusion of the stakeholder engagement 40 surveys (predominantly 
submitted online) were completed and four separate written submissions 
had been received.  

5.5 Stakeholder participation information: 

Engagement Type Participation Information 
Landowner letter 130 letters were sent 

 
Three drop-in sessions (including 1 
online) 

49 people attended; this included 
several repeat visitors. 

Information station at Kilmore 
Library for two weeks.  
 
This included ongoing attendance 
by a Council engagement officer 
and hard copy project information. 

7 people visited and 3 hard copy 
surveys were completed. 
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Trader Door Knock  73 businesses were provided 
information, and many participated 
in general project discussion 
 

Social Media, including various 
Facebook posts with weblink, 
videos and photo summaries. 

More than 1900 interactions (e.g. 
comments, shares or likes) with 
content posts and more than 5000 
clicks to see more or follow the links. 
 

Engaging Mitchell 37 surveys were completed online. 
 
A project page was established on 
Engaging Mitchell, this was 
participants preferred method for 
gaining further information. 

 
Survey Results – Design Aesthetics 

5.6 The survey sought community views on the preferred colour scheme for the 
key furniture features within the streetscape upgrade. Two colour palettes 
were identified: Prussian Blue and Indian Red. Of the survey participants, 
55.3% preferred the Prussian Blue. 

5.7 Community input was also sought on the preferred design for potential 
(subject to further funding) Kilmore town entrance signage. Three designs 
were: cursive script, Victorian wrought iron and decorative wrought iron. Of 
the survey participants, 60.5% preferred the cursive script design.  

5.8 Of the two town centre banner styles (text or illustrations) identified in the 
survey, 58% preferred the text, with “1851” as the clear preference for 
preferred text.  

Survey Additional Comments and Written Submission Themes 

5.9 At the conclusion of the survey many participants provided additional 
commentary regarding the broader streetscape upgrade project. In addition, 
four separate written submissions were received. Attachment 1 to this report 
provides a detailed overview of the comments provided and the officer 
response.  

5.10 A mixture of feedback has been provided, most participants support the 
overall intent of the streetscape upgrade, however some concerns have 
also been identified. The following key themes emerged from the 
submissions and additional survey comments: 
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 Car parking loss – Concern regarding the loss of on-street parking. 
However, most participants suggested this could be resolved by 
providing more off-street parking in the surrounding area and with 
improved signage and minor upgrades (e.g. pavement, accessibility). 

 Kilmore Bypass – Some participants would prefer to have the funding 
utilized for progressing the Kilmore Bypass. Some participants also 
considered any streetscape upgrade pointless until the bypass was 
built, therefore taking the trucks away from Sydney Street. 

 Maintenance of heritage buildings and shops – Concern that existing 
heritage buildings are not being suitably maintained.  

 Ongoing maintenance of footpaths – Concern that existing footpaths are 
not being suitably maintained.  

6. Sustainability Implications (Social and Environmental) 

6.1 The upgrade works will provide an improved social and environmental 
outcome for Sydney Street. Street trees will reduce the heat island effect 
and will encourage community to gather and spend additional time in 
Sydney Street. 

6.2 The construction works associated with the upgrade works will be compliant 
with all necessary construction management requirements, including 
environmental impacts. 

7. Policy and Legislative Implications 

7.1 The stakeholder engagement was undertaken in accordance with the 
Mitchell Shire Community Engagement Framework.  

 7.2 The streetscape works as identified in the project plans are consistent with 
Priority Projects 1 and 2 as identified within the Kilmore Town Centre Plan. 

 7.3 When delivered, the construction of the streetscape upgrade will need to 
comply with all relevant planning and environmental legislation and permit 
requirements. 

8. Alignment to Council Plan 

8.1 The outcomes sought from the Sydney Street upgrade works align with the 
following Council Plan 2017-2021 Strategies: 

• Key Strategy 3.9 – Improve the accessibility and connectivity of 
pedestrian and cycle paths within and between our towns. 

• Key Strategy 5.1 – Facilitate a high level of civic pride in the presentation 
of public and private land in our towns and communities. 
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9. Conflict of Interest 
No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or indirect 
interest in this matter. 

10. Risk Implications 

10.1 Risk Ranking is determined using ROHS201-G1-Corporate Risk Matrix. 
Risk is identified as Low, Medium, High or Very High. 

Risk Risk 
Ranking Proposed Treatments Within Existing 

Resources? 
Council does not meet 
the obligations of the 
current grant funding 
agreements 

Very High Council officers will need to 
seek a variation to the 
funding agreement with 
respect to key milestone 
dates. 
 

Yes 

Concerns raised by 
residents are not 
addressed 
 

Low 
 

All requests are managed in 
line with the Customer 
Service Charter 
 

Yes 
 

Not meeting the 
milestone obligations 
under the Funding 
Agreement 

Medium Seek a variation to the 
commencement of 
construction and extend into 
early 2022  

Yes 

 

11. Discussion 

Car Park Demand 

11.1 A parking survey was conducted in late 2015 as part of the development of 
the Kilmore Town Centre Plan. This survey covered the 86 on-street parking 
spaces in Sydney Street between Bourke Street and Union Street and the 
285 publicly available off-street parking spaces in the precinct bound by 
Bourke Street, Union Street, Melbourne Street and Victoria Street. 

11.2 This survey was conducted on a Thursday and a Saturday and revealed the 
peak occupancy rates did not exceed 66% of the available on-street parking 
spaces in Sydney Street and 52% of the available off-street parking within 
the precinct. 

11.3 The events of the past 18 months have resulted in a disruption to travel 
habits which have not had an opportunity to return to ‘normal’ levels, so 
opportunities to collect more up to date survey data have been limited. 
Notwithstanding, the 2015 data is considered to be a reasonably reliable 
indication of parking supply and demand in this precinct. 

11.4 It is also worth noting that since this survey was conducted, two major retail 
developments have occurred in the north end of the township which may 

https://mitchellshire.sharepoint.com/OHS/OHS%20Manual/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FOHS%2FOHS%20Manual%2F4%20Hazard%20and%20Risk%20Management%2FROHS201%2DG1%2D%20Corporate%20Risk%20Matrix%20A3%20%2D%20Pdf%20version%2Epdf&parent=%2FOHS%2FOHS%20Manual%2F4%20Hazard%20and%20Risk%20Management
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have reduced the overall demand for parking in the historic town center 
precinct since this survey was conducted. 

Car Parking Reduction 

11.5 The proposed streetscape upgrade works will result in a loss of 34 on-street 
parking spaces on Sydney Street as described in the following table. 

South Section 

Between Bourke and Union Streets 

North Section 

Between Union and Clarke Streets  

Cause of car park 
reduction 

Number  Cause of car park 
reduction 

Number 

New bus stops x 2. 4  Pedestrian outstand and 
informal crossing point 

3  

Landscaped outstands 
and crossing points for 
pedestrians. 

17 Tree Island 1 

Upgrade to ensure 
compliance of an 
existing Disabled 
parking space. 

1 Driveway crossover (no 
87) 

1 

Tree islands 7   

Section Total 29 Section Total 5 

 

 The Sydney Street upgrade works form part of a larger Kilmore 
Rejuvenation initiative, which is based on the projects recommended by the 
Kilmore Town Centre Plan and Kilmore Structure Plan. Council officers will 
continue to advocate for project funding for ongoing implementation of the 
rejuvenation initiative.  

11.6 A recent funding submission to the Infrastructure Fastrack Fund has sought 
$500,000 for the completion of detailed design and all necessary approvals 
(cultural heritage and flood plain management) for the Kilmore Creek trail, 
which is also a recommendation of the Kilmore Town Centre Plan. If 
successful, this detailed design project may also review how the creek 
corridor at Patrick and Victoria Streets connect with Sydney Street, including 
improved pedestrian connectivity and other infrastructure. 
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11.7 As suggested by many engagement participants, the Kilmore Town Centre 
Plan also identifies required improvements to existing car parking areas 
behind the Royal Oak Hotel (Council owned land) and along Patrick Street 
and Victoria Street.  

11.8 The table below summarises the potential increase to the number of car 
parking spaces at three key locations within the Town Centre precinct if the 
recommendations of the Kilmore Town Centre Plan are realised in the 
future. In total, an additional 66 car spaces can be created into the future 
which will more than offset the reduction in car parking currently proposed 
in Sydney Street. 

 Council land 
Behind the 

Royal Oak Hotel 

Patrick Street Victoria 
Street 

Current available 
parking spaces 

45 39 25 

Potential available 
parking spaces 

75 55 45 

Potential 
increase 

30 16 20 

11.9 The changes to car parking behind the Royal Oak Hotel would involve 
expanding the footprint of the existing car park and the construction of a 
large retaining wall, car park lighting and improvements to the pedestrian 
access to this car park. 

11.10 The possible increase to car parking in Patrick Street includes the 
construction of additional indented car parks along the Kilmore Creek. 
Consistent with the Kilmore Town Centre Plan, the introduction of one-
way traffic movement along Patrick Street may also be considered in the 
future which would free up additional land to improve pedestrian 
movement along this street. 

11.11 The works in Victoria Street would involve the reconfiguration of the 25 
existing car parking spaces to provide a row of indented car spaces along 
Victoria Street. This reconfiguration, along with the closure of Mill Street 
to vehicle traffic would help to achieve more car parking spaces and 
increase the amount of ‘green space’ along the Kilmore Creek corridor.  

11.12 This report recommends that all three car parking improvement projects 
be referred to the long-term capital works budget development 
processes, for consideration against the objectives of the Kilmore Town 
Centre Plan.  

11.13 Some engagement participants have also indicated that there is a low 
turnover rate of parking within Sydney Street due to non-compliance with 
parking restrictions. Greater enforcement of parking restrictions may 
result in improved availability of parking. 
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Kilmore Bypass 

11.14 While there is no confirmed timeline for the bypass road to be built, it is 
important to progress and improve the look and feel of the town centre 
as soon as possible.  

11.15 While the upgrade design does enable trucks to continue to utilize Sydney 
Street, it is anticipated that over time, the Sydney Street route will 
continue to become less and less attractive, particularly as the local 
population grows and Sydney Street becomes more active. 

11.16 Once the bypass is constructed, improved pedestrian refuges and centre 
median plantings can occur, therefore completing the boulevard vision 
within the Kilmore Town Centre Plan. 

11.17 The Kilmore Bypass is an important advocacy priority for Mitchell Shire 
Council. Council has been active and will continue to campaign for this 
piece of major regional transport infrastructure. 

New Bus Stops 

11.18 The Department of Transport have identified two new bus stops which 
will be delivered as part of the Sydney Street streetscape upgrade. The 
existing bus stops located in the vicinity of Hudson Park will be retained. 

11.19 The bus stop locations have been determined by the Department of 
Transport and have considered matters such as proximity to intersections 
and service activities (e.g. bank, post office). 

Growing Suburbs Fund (GSF) 

11.20 Council was successful in obtaining a substantial contribution from State 
Government to design and build the project under the Growing Suburbs 
Fund (GSF) administered by DELWP. 

11.21 Under the arrangement, Council has entered into an Agreement with 
DELWP to deliver the project. 

11.22 Within the Agreement, there are particular deliverables and milestones 
to be achieved. 

11.23 One of the key milestones is to commence construction by the end of 
2021. 

11.24 Given the relatively recent feedback from Regional Roads Victoria, 
including a request to make alterations to the design, and the most recent 
consultation, this has meant there has been a delay to the 
commencement of works on the project. 

11.25 The next key step in the project is to advertise the tender, review tender 
submissions and award the project to the successful contractor. 
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11.26 This will now likely occur very late this year or early next year. 

11.27 As a result, Council will now need to formally request a variation to the 
Agreement in relation to the construction start date. 
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10.2 PLANNING PERMIT APPLICATION PLP339/21 FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE LAND FOR MULTIPLE DWELLINGS AND WAIVER OF VISITOR 
CAR PARKING AT 21-27 GEORGE STREET KILMORE 

Author: Rees May - Statutory Planner  
File No: PLP339/21 
Attachments: 1. Refusal Grounds   

2. Proposed Plans   
3. Applicable Policies   
4. Clause 55 Assessment   
5. Advertising Map       

 

 
Property No.: 107980 and 107981 
Title Details: Lot 17 on Plan of Subdivision 068711 

(Volume 08796 Folio 661), Lot 18 on Plan of 
Subdivision 068711 (Volume 08796 Folio 
663) Lot 19 on Plan of Subdivision 068711 
(Volume 08796 Folio 662) and Lot 20 on 
Plan of Subdivision 068711 (Volume 08796 
Folio 66) 

Applicant: Inx (Vic) Pty Ltd 
Zoning: General Residential Zone – Schedule 1 
Overlays: None  
Objections Received: Four objections received.  
Cultural Heritage Management 
Plan Required: 

No. The subject site is not located within an 
area of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
Sensitivity. 

Summary Recommendation Notice of Decision to Refuse to Grant a 
Planning Permit  

Reason Reported to Council Officers do not have delegation to refuse a 
planning permit application and the number 
of objections exceeds officer delegation 

Officer Declaration of Conflict of 
Interest: 

No officers involved in the preparation of this 
report have any direct or indirect interest in 
this matter 
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1. Site Map 

 
Figure 1: Aerial image of the subject site – NearMap March 2021 

 
Figure 2: Aerial image of the subject site and surrounds – NearMap March 2021  
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2. Summary 

2.1 Council has received an application for the development of the land for 
multiple dwelling and waiver of visitor car parking spaces at 21 – 27 George 
Street, Kilmore 

2.2 The site is found within the General Residential Zone – Schedule 1 and is 
not affected by any planning scheme overlays.  

2.3 The application was advertised to adjoining landowners and occupiers and 
a notice was placed on the subject site. A total of four submissions were 
received objecting to the proposal.  

2.4 The application was heard at a Delegates Committee Meeting held on 2 
July 2021. 

2.5 This report recommends issuing a Notice of Decision to Refuse a Planning 
Permit Amendment due to the proposal being an overdevelopment, not 
responsive to the character or in accordance with the Kilmore Structure 
Plan.  

RECOMMENDATION 
THAT Council having complied with the relevant Sections of the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987, resolve to issue a Notice of Decision to Refuse to Grant a 
Planning Permit in respect of Application No. PLP339/21 for the development of the 
land for multiple dwellings and waiver of visitor car parking at Lot 17 on Plan of 
Subdivision 068711 (Volume 08796 Folio 661), Lot 18 on Plan of Subdivision 068711 
(Volume 08796 Folio 663) Lot 19 on Plan of Subdivision 068711 (Volume 08796 Folio 
662) and Lot 20 on Plan of Subdivision 068711 (Volume 08796 Folio 66), known as 
21-27 George Street Kilmore, subject to the reasons for refusal as outlined in 
Attachment 1.  
Assessment  

3. Site and Surrounds  

Subject Site Description  

3.1 The subject site is located at 21-27 George Street, Kilmore and is legally 
described as Lot 17 on Plan of Subdivision 068711 (Volume 08796 Folio 
661), Lot 18 on Plan of Subdivision 068711 (Volume 08796 Folio 663) Lot 
19 on Plan of Subdivision 068711 (Volume 08796 Folio 662) and Lot 20 on 
Plan of Subdivision 068711 (Volume 08796 Folio 66). The subject site is 
made up of four parcels of land with an overall area of 4,759sqm. 

3.2 The site has frontage onto George Street of 69.49 metres and an overall lot 
depth of 68.51 metres 
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3.3 The site currently contains two dwellings in the front portion of the site with 
large associated outbuildings found towards the rear. The site is mostly 
cleared of vegetation, other than a small amount of planted vegetation 
surrounding one of the dwellings. The site is sloped with a fall from the high 
point at the front (east) of the site towards the low point of the site in the rear 
(southern) corner of the site.   

3.4 A site inspection has been undertaken and the below images show the 
existing dwellings located on the site. 

 
Figure 3: Existing dwelling located at 25-27 George Street  

 
Figure 4: Existing dwelling at 21-23 George Street  
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Planning Background 

3.5 A search of Council’s Electronic Record Management System indicates that 
no previous permit applications have been lodged on the site. 

Title/Restrictions/Agreements 

3.6 The title of the site is not encumbered by any covenants or agreements. 

3.7 An easement set aside for the purpose of drainage does however traverse 
along the rear (western) boundary. 

Surrounding Area  

3.8 The subject site is located approximately 540 metres to the south-east of 
the Kilmore Town Centre. 

3.9 Land surrounding the subject site is residentially zoned land and developed 
with single dwellings, predominantly single-storey weatherboard or brick 
veneer with gable roof forms.  

3.10 The surrounding area is characterised by large open lots with a ‘country 
town character’ and is typified by single dwellings on lots. Lot sizing in the 
area ranges from 940sqm directly opposite the subject site, approximately 
11sqm within Fitzroy Street and the largest allotment in George Street 
having an area of over 7000sqm. 

3.11 Surrounding properties have generous front setbacks and development is 
setback from side and rear boundaries. Dwelling built form is generally 
single storey with pitched rooves and eaves incorporated into the design. 
The below image shows the surrounding context of George Street and 
Fitzroy Street.  

3.12 The majority of parcels within the surrounding area contain single detached 
dwellings. There is a small number of medium density development within 
the surrounding area. The below image shows a 500m radius around the 
subject site and identifies existing unit developments.  

3.13 The existing unit developments within the 500m radius are as follows: 

• 4/6 Short Street  

• 17 Gipps Street 

• 35 George Street  

• 37 George Street  

• 59-63 Union Street  
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• 63-65 Albert Street  

• 39 Albert Street  

• 7-9 Gipps Street  

• 1 Gipps Street and 40 Victoria Parade  

• 33 Albert Street  

• 29 Albert Street 

• 17 Albert Street 

• 13 Albert Street 

3.14 These are predominantly 2, 3 or 4 unit developments or subdivisions from 
single or double lots and are generally in the form of detached dwellings. 

 
Figure 5: Aerial image of the site and surrounds – 500 m radius with existing unit developments – NearMap 
March 2021  
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4. Proposal  

4.1 The application is proposing development of the land for multiple dwellings. 
The two existing dwellings on the site are proposed to be retained and an 
additional 14 dwellings proposed to be constructed on the site, for a total of 
16 dwellings. 

4.2 Each of the dwellings is proposed to be single-storey and will include a 
variety of internal layouts which incorporate two and three bedroom designs 
(13 x three bedroom dwellings and 3 x two bedroom dwellings). 

4.3 Vehicle access to the site is proposed via four vehicle crossings. The 
existing dwellings are proposed to continue to use existing vehicle access 
points and two additional vehicle crossovers proposed for the additional 
dwellings proposed.  

4.4 Car parking is proposed to be provided in the form of a single garage or 
carport for each dwelling, with the exception of units 8 and 16 which are 
provided with a double garage. Each of the three-bedroom dwellings will be 
provided with two car parking spaces, while each of the two-bedroom 
dwellings will be provided with a single car parking space. No visitor car 
parking is proposed to be provided on the site.  

4.5 The proposed dwellings will be cladded in brickwork and rendering. The 
dwellings will have pitched tiled rooves.   

4.6 The below images show the proposed site layout and elevation from George 
Street.  
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Figure 6: Proposed site layout  

 

 
Figure 7: Proposed elevation fronting George Street  

5. Referrals 

External  

5.1 The application was not required to be referred to any external referral 
authorities under section 55 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (the 
Act) pursuant to Clause 66 of the Scheme.  
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Internal 

5.2 The application has been referred to relevant internal Council Units who 
have provided conditions if a permit were to be issued such as landscaping 
and engineering matters.  

5.3 A number of unresolved concerns have been raised by Council’s Strategic 
Planning and Urban Design Units.  

6. Application history 

6.1 Planning Permit Application PLP339/20 was received by Council on 4 
December 2020.  

6.2 A further information letter was sent to the applicant on 8 February 2021 
raising concerns with proposal. 

6.3 A response to the further information request was provided on 6 May 2021 
which did not address officers concerns. Original concerns were reiterated 
to the permit applicant.  

6.4 An additional response to the further information request was provided on 8 
June 2021 which also did not address officers concerns.  

6.5 The application proceeded to notice with concerns on 28 June 2021.  

6.6 The advertising period concluded on 12 July 2021 with five objections being 
received. One objection has since been withdrawn.  

6.7 The application was presented at a Delegates Committee Meeting held on 
2 July 2021.  

7. Planning Policy Assessment 

Planning Policy Framework and Local Planning Policy Framework 

7.1 There are several planning scheme provisions applicable to the assessment 
of this application, the most relevant of which are discussed below. For a 
full list of applicable provisions please refer to attachment 3.  

Zoning  

General Residential Zone – Schedule 1  

7.2 The site is affected by the General Residential Zone pursuant to Clause 
32.08 of the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

7.3 Pursuant to Clause 32.08-6 a planning permit is required to construct two 
or more dwellings on a lot. 
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7.4 Pursuant to Clause 32.08-4 the proposed development is required to 
provide a minimum garden area of 35% of the site. 

Overlays 

7.5 No overlays affect the site. 

Particular Provisions  

7.6 The following Particular Provisions are relevant to this application: 

Clause 52.06 – Car parking 

7.7 Pursuant to Clause 52.06-2, before a new use commences or where the 
floor area or site area of an existing use is increased, the number of car 
parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 must be provided to the 
satisfaction of the responsible authority. 

7.8 The table to Clause 52.06-5 requires a total of 1 space to be provided to 
each 1 or 2 bedroom dwelling and 2 spaces to be provided for every 3 or 
more bedroom dwelling plus 1 visitor space for each 5 dwellings. As such a 
total of 3 visitor spaces must be provided.  

7.9 The plans submitted with the application identify that a total of 26 spaces 
will be provided on the land 

7.10 Pursuant to Clause 52.06-3 (Car Parking), a permit is required to reduce the 
required car parking provision set out within 52.06-5 of the Mitchell Planning 
Scheme.  The application is seeking a waiver of the visitor car parking 
required. The Scheme requires a total of three visitor spaces to be provided 
on the site and the proposed waiver will be discussed in greater detail in the 
discussion section of the report.  

Clause 55 – Two or more Dwellings on a lot and Residential Buildings 

7.11 An application for two or more dwellings on a lot is required to be assessed 
against Clause 55 of the Scheme. This will be discussed in the discussion 
section of the report and a detailed Clause 55 assessment will be included 
at attachment 4.  

Kilmore Structure Plan 

7.12 The Kilmore Structure Plan is the overarching strategic document for the 
Kilmore Township. This document provides guidance for land use, 
development and infrastructure for the growth of the Kilmore Township. This 
document will be reviewed in greater detail in the discussion section of the 
report.  
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8. Alignment to Council Plan  

8.1 The recommendation does not align with the Mitchell Shire Council Plan 
2017-2021, more specifically with the Responsible Planning strategic 
objective which is “to demand best practice outcomes when planning for 
future growth” and key strategies: 

• Plan for growth and change through best practice design of services, 
infrastructure, open space and recreation facilities. 

• Plan for a diversity of housing and households. 

• Employ best practice planning tools to achieve desired outcomes. 

• Improve the liveability of Mitchell Shire. 

• Support safe communities through best practice design and planning 
standards. 

• Protect and enhance local ambience, amenity and character. 

9. Public Notification  

9.1 Formal notification of the application was given by means of sending letters 
to adjoining landowners and occupiers and placing a notice on the site. A 
total of four objections have been received at the time of writing the report. 
A map showing the extent of advertising has been provided at attachment 
5. 

9.2 A summary and response to the objections is located within the discussion 
chapter of the report.  

10. Discussion  

10.1 The application is required to be assessed against the relevant Planning 
Policy Framework, the relevant Local Planning Policy Framework, the 
General Residential Zone, Clause 52.06 Car Parking and the General 
Decision Guidelines of Clause 65. 

 

Response to Planning Policy Framework and Local Planning Policy Framework  

10.2 The relevant planning policy framework must be taken into consideration 
when deciding on a planning permit application. As such the following 
clauses are relevant to the proposal and the decision making of the 
application.   
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10.3 Clause 15.01-2S (Building Design) seeks to achieve building design 
outcomes that contribute positively to the local context and enhance the 
public realm.  

10.4 Clause 15.01-5S (Neighbourhood character) seeks to support and protect 
neighbourhood character.  

10.5 Clause 21.07-1 (Residential Development) seeks to provide variety and 
choice in housing styles and densities and identify preferred areas for 
increased residential densities in Structure Plans. 

10.6 Clause 21.11-3 (Local Areas – Kilmore) seeks to ensure that any proposed 
use or development within Kilmore is generally consistent with the Kilmore 
Structure Plan, August 2016 which guides preferred growth and 
development outcomes and prioritises delivery of infrastructure for the town. 

10.7 The proposal does not align with these policies as the proposal provides a 
poor response when compared to the existing character of the 
neighbourhood. The proposed density is considered excessive and an over 
development and does not align with the vision of the Kilmore Structure 
Plan.  

General Residential Zone – Schedule 1  

10.8 The purpose of the General Residential Zone seeks to: 

• Encourage development that respects the neighbourhood character 
of the area; and  

• Encourage a diversity of housing types and housing growth 
particularly in locations offering good access to services and 
transport. 

10.9 The surrounding area is characterised by mainly single storey detached 
dwellings with lots containing large outbuildings within open and generous 
rear yards. Lot sizes and rear open spaces allow for hobby farm pursuits. 
Vegetation including canopy trees are evident throughout the area within 
the front and rear setbacks of dwelling. Refer to figure 1 and figure 2 for an 
aerial image of the surrounding area.   

10.10 The proposal fails to respect the existing neighbourhood character as it 
is an overdevelopment of the site due to excessive built form and 
excessive hard surfaces.  As a result of this, open spaces within the 
development area along the shard accessway, front yards and rear yards 
do not allow for adequate opportunities for landscaping. This is 
inconsistent with the surrounding area which is characterised as having 
spaciousness between built form within generous front, rear and site 
setbacks.  
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10.11 The proposal is inconsistent with the purpose of the zone which seeks to 
provide a diversity of housing types and housing growth within an area 
with good access to services and transport.  

10.12 Diversity in lot types is limited with 13 of 16 dwellings to be three-bedroom 
product, and the remainder being two bedroom product.  

10.13 Future residents and visitors are unable to rely on pedestrian or cycling 
infrastructure linking the site to the town centre, located approximately 
540 metres to the Kilmore Town Centre and or the nearest bus stop 340 
metres to the north.    

10.14 Due to the distance from the town centre and the site having limited 
pedestrian and public transport access the proposal is not considered 
appropriate for housing diversity and growth of such a scale and intensity 
and is therefore inconsistent with the purpose of the General Residential 
Zone.  

10.15 As such, the proposal does not meet the purpose and decision guidelines 
of the General Residential Zone.  

Clause 55 Two or More Dwellings on a lot  

10.16 A development must meet the objectives and standards specified in 
Clause 55 (Two or more dwellings on a lot) of the Mitchell Planning 
Scheme. The proposal fails to comply with the objectives: 

• Clause 55.02-1 (Neighbourhood character objectives); 

• Clause 55.02-2 (Residential policy objectives); 

• Clause 55.03-10 (Parking location objectives); and 

• Clause 55.06-1 (Design detail objectives).  

10.17 The layout of the dwellings resulting in continuous built form, excessive 
density and lack of landscaping opportunities is inconsistent with the 
existing neighbourhood character and jarring compared to the existing 
character of the surrounds.  

10.18 Whilst there is policy for dwelling diversity and variety in housing stock, 
the design response provides an inadequate outcome. A development 
such as this is best located in areas subject to public transport, 
community infrastructure and services where existing or envisaged built 
form and density outcomes are envisaged. 

10.19 Furthermore, the proposed development does not provide any visitor car 
parking on site and does not comply with the objective seeking to provide 
convenient parking for visitor vehicles. The proposal will result in 
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additional car parking demand and adversely affect the amenity of the 
area due to additional on street car parking.  

10.20     The proposal does not meet the design detail objectives. The design 
response has not considered the prevailing elements of built form in the 
surrounding area which include generous setbacks, pitched rooves, 
eaves and open rear yards. The built form proposed is considered to be 
an overdevelopment and at odds with the existing character due to the 
density proposed, continuous built form and lack of landscaping 
opportunities within the front setback and along the accessways.  

10.21 As such the proposal is inconsistent with the purpose of the General 
Residential Zone and relevant standards and objectives to Clause 55 of 
the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

Kilmore Structure Plan  

10.22 The proposal is inconsistent with the Kilmore Structure Plan. The 
application is proposing medium density development within an area 
comprising of larger residential blocks with poor walkability to community 
services and facilities.  

10.23 Section 3.2.6 of this documents relates to residential development and 
outlines the objective to encourage development within Kilmore’s 
established areas which provides diverse housing in proximity to the town 
centre and existing services and facilities but responds to existing 
heritage places and precincts. 

10.24  A tool towards directing these diverse housing options is the nomination 
of Strategic Infill Development Sites via Figure 12 (p.37).  The subject 
site is not nominated as a Strategic Infill Development Site as shown in 
the below figure.  
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Figure 8: Strategic In fill Sites – Kilmore Structure Plan  

10.25 The site is within the established residential area which the Kilmore 
Structure Plan anticipates will be subject to incremental infill 
opportunities. However, the site is on the periphery of this area and is 
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outside of a 400m walking distance of the town centre or public 
transportation (with an existing bus stop along Union Street). 

10.26 The extent of medium density development proposed is not appropriate 
as the site is not a Strategic Infill Development Site nor within 400 metres 
of the town centre, existing services and facilities or public transportation. 
The proposal is not considered to be ‘incremental’ in its built form or 
density outcome.  

10.27 The Kilmore Structure Plan also identifies the site as being located within 
the ‘Equine Precinct’ which surrounds the Kilmore Racecourse. 

10.28 The Kilmore Structure Plan seeks to maintain and strengthen Kilmore’s 
equine industry as an important employment generator. Strategies 
include the upgrading of roads to facilitate the safe passage for horse 
floats and vehicles in and around the Kilmore equine precinct and to 
support the co-location of land uses within the Equine Precinct which will 
contribute to strengthening the horse racing industry in Kilmore. As the 
proposal is for multi-dwellings it is considered that the proposal does not 
meet relevant objectives and strategies of the Kilmore Structure Plan.  

10.29 The figure below shows the subject site being located within the Equine 
Precinct. It is noted this is not a formal overlay within the Mitchell Planning 
Scheme.  
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Figure 9: Kilmore Structure Plan showing the subject located within the Equine Precinct  

Clause 52.06 - Car parking  

10.30 The proposal is inconsistent with the purpose and decision guidelines of 
Clause 52.06 (Car parking) of the Scheme. This clause specifies the car 
parking requirements for the proposed development. The Scheme 
requires to a total of 1 space to be provided to each 1 or 2 bedroom 
dwelling and 2 spaces to be provided for every 3 or more bedroom 
dwelling plus 1 visitor space for each 5 dwellings. 

10.31 A total of three visitor car parking spaces are required for the proposed 
development. The required visitor car parking spaces have not been 
provided and a waiver cannot be supported in this circumstance.  

10.32 Due to the location of the site being a distance from the Kilmore town 
centre, with limited pedestrian and public transport connectivity it is likely 
that future residents and visitors will be reliant of vehicles to park vehicles 
within the site.    
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10.33 The proposal does not meet the purpose or decision guidelines of the Car 
parking provision. The proposal does not provide an appropriate number 
of car parking spaces or have regard to the demand of visitor car parking 
likely to be generated as a result of the development. Providing no visitor 
car parking on site will adversely affect the amenity of the local area by 
increasing the demand for on street car parking. 

Clause 65 General Decision Guidelines  

10.34 The application has been assessed against the matters set out in section 
60 of the Act, the relevant Planning Policy Framework and the relevant 
Local Planning Policy Framework. 

10.35 The proposal will not contribute to the orderly planning of the area and is 
at odds with the character of the area, resulting in an outcome that is not 
responsive to its surrounds.  
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11. Response to objections  
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Objection  Response  

Amenity impacts  

• The proposal is incompatible with 
the established equine precinct. 

• The proposal will impact existing 
residential area due to the lack of 
infrastructure. 

• There is potential for land use 
conflict with the existing equine 
precinct and the intensification of 
residential land use. 

Safety impacts  

• No pedestrian infrastructure in 
George Street. Additional traffic 
poses a safety issue to 
pedestrians and horses which use 
the road.  

• It is considered that additional 
vehicle movements to and from 
the site with the addition of on 
street car parking is a safety 
concern due to the lack of 
pedestrian infrastructure.  
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Built form and character impacts  

• The development is inconsistent 
with the surrounding character 
due to the proposed density. 

• The proposal is likely to cause 
drainage issues. 

• The proposal does not allow for 
meaningful landscaping 
opportunities. 

• The proposal does not provide 
onsite visitor car parking which 
will result in additional on street 
car parking. 

• The development is at odds with 
the large surrounding allotments. 

• The proposed dwelling density 
and almost continuous built form 
is at odds with the surrounding 
residential context.  

• Any drainage issues can be 
appropriate addressed through 
engineering conditions.  

• It is officers view that the site lacks 
opportunity form meaningful 
landscaping. Particularly along the 
accessways which are dominated 
by hard surfaces.  

• Visitor car parking should be 
provided on site in accordance 
with the scheme requirements. As 
no onsite car parking is provided it 
is likely to cause car parking 
issues within the street.  

• The surrounding area is 
characterised by large allotments 
containing single dwellings. The 
proposal is inconsistent with the 
surrounds.  

Other considerations  

• The proposal will lead to property 
devaluation. 

• The existing buildings are known 
to contain asbestos and the 
removal does not address safety 
during any removal. 

• Property devaluation is not a 
planning consideration. 

• This issue is not a planning 
consideration and any removal of 
asbestos would need to be 
compliant with relevant legislation. 

12.  Conclusion 

12.1 The application has been assessed against the relevant Planning Policy 
Framework, the relevant Local Planning Policy Framework, the General 
Residential Zone – Schedule 1, Clause 52.06 Car parking, Clause 55 Two 
or more dwellings on a lot and the General Decision Guidelines of Clause 
65.   
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12.2 It is considered that the proposal is inconsistent with relevant provisions of 
the Mitchell Planning Scheme predominantly due to the density and 
proposed layout being inconsistent with the existing character of the area. 
As such, the proposal should not be supported in this instance. 
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10.3 PLANNING PERMIT APPLICATION PLP333/20 FOR DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE LAND FOR MULTIPLE RESTRICTED RETAIL PREMISES' & OFFICES 
AND A REDUCTION IN CAR PARKING AT 4-12 CRAWFORD STREET, 
SEYMOUR 

Author: Ben Micallef - Principal Planner  
File No: PLP333/20 
Attachments: 1. Attachment 1 - Permit Conditions   

2. Attachment 2 - Plans   
3. Attachment 3 - Traffic Impact Assessment   
4. Attachment 4 - Planning Policy Framework       

 

 
Property No.: 100312 
Title Details: Lot 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10 on Plan of 

Subdivision 519991 
Applicant: Stephen D’Andrea Pty Ltd C/O RSVPlanning 

Pty Ltd 
Zoning: Commercial 1 Zone 
Overlays: Design & Development Overlay – Schedule 9 
Objections Received: Yes, 1 objection received 
Cultural Heritage Management 
Plan Required: 

No 

Summary Recommendation Recommendation to issue a Notice of 
Decision to Grant a Planning Permit 

Reason Reported to Council Application called in by Councillors  
Officer Declaration of Conflict 
of Interest: 

No officers involved in the preparation of this 
report have any direct or indirect interest in 
this matter 
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1. Site Map 

 
Figure 1 - Annotated aerial of the subject site and surrounds (Source: Nearmap, 2021) 

2. Summary 

2.1 The application is for the development of the land for:  

• Five restricted retail premises’ fronting Crawford Street (180-200sqm), 
each with associated mezzanine office (55sqm) 

• Four offices 85-152sqm fronting McIntyre Street 

2.2 The proposal has been refined and improved throughout the application 
process, with the final iteration providing an activated built form response to 
Crawford Street and Pioneer Park, while providing a logical extension to the 
existing Seymour commercial core. 

2.3 A dispensation of 25 on-site car parking spaces is also requested. In this 
instance, a dispensation is appropriate and is supported by relevant data 
within Traffic Impact Assessment Reports and is supported by Council’s 
Engineering Unit.  

2.4 The proposal is supported by all relevant internal departments and external 
referral authorities. 

2.5 This application is proceeding to Council as Councillors called in the 
application.   

2.6 The officer recommendation is for the approval of the development because 
of the quality built form response that seeks to accommodate two 
employment generating uses within a well serviced and central location in 
Seymour, and broad positive response to the relevant planning policy. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
THAT Council having complied with the relevant Sections of the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987, resolve to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a Planning Permit 
in respect of Application No. P333/20 for Development of the land for multiple restricted 
retail premises’ & offices and a reduction in car parking at 4-12 Crawford Street, 
Seymour, subject to the conditions outlined in Attachment 1. 

ASSESSMENT 

3. Site and Surrounds 
Subject Site Description 

3.1 The subject site at 4-12 Crawford Street, Seymour (legally described as Lots 
2-10 on Plan of Subdivision 519991) is irregular in shape and is located on 
the eastern side of Crawford Street. The site is dual fronted, with a Crawford 
Street frontage to the west for a length of 49.7 metres, a McIntyre Street 
frontage of 92.7 metres and a total area of 3,165sqm. 

3.2 The site is currently devoid of structures. There are five existing crossovers 
along the Crawford Street frontage and two crossovers along the McIntyre 
Street frontage. The site features a number of scattered trees, concentrated 
towards the northern (Pioneer Park). 

 
Figure 2 - Street elevation of the subject site (behind building at 2 Crawford Street) as viewed from the 
corner of Crawford Street and McIntyre Street 
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Figure 3 - Crawford Street facing north - subject site right of frame 

 
Figure 4 - McIntyre Street facing north - subject site left of frame 
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3.3 The site is located approximately 200 metres east of the Seymour Railway 
Station and 470 metres east of the Wallis Street/Bishop Street intersection 
(centre of Seymour Commercial Area). 

Planning Background  

3.4 No previous/relevant planning related outcomes have been determined for 
the site. 

Title/Restrictions/Agreements 

3.5 The copy of title submitted with the application indicates that 30 McIntyre 
Street (one of multiple parcels that comprise the subject site) is affected by 
Covenant AD914642P. The covenant seeks to guide material treatment for 
any built form within the parcel. Two drainage/pipeline easements run 
through the site in favour of Goulburn Valley Water and Council as per 
Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5 - Excerpt from the title plan showing two drainage easements within the site (E-1= North-South, 
E-2= East-West) 

Surrounding Area 

3.6 The surrounding area has a mixed character comprising residential, 
commercial, civic and public uses. The subject site directly abuts Pioneer Park, 
which comprises extensive mature vegetation and notably, a number of 
historical headstones/graves remnant from the site’s previous use as a 
Pioneer’s Cemetery. 
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3.7 The north-western portion of Crawford Street comprises a number of 
established (1950’s onwards) single storey residential dwellings. The 
residential area continues north-westward. 

3.8 South west of the site are a number of peripheral commercial/non-residential 
uses such as the VicRoads service centre, the Seymour RSL and the Seymour 
Uniting Church. 

3.9 South-east of the site, McIntyre Street has a distinct commercial character, with 
the CFA Headquarters fronting the subject site and a few light commercial uses 
east of the site. Further north on McIntyre Street (separated by Pioneer Park) 
is St Mary’s College. 

3.10 2 Crawford Street (directly south of the subject site) currently operates as 
an office, specifically as a recruitment service. 

 
Figure 6 - Broad annotated aerial of the subject site and surrounds (Source: Nearmap, 2021) 

4. Proposal 

4.1 The application is seeking approval for the development of the land for five 
restricted retail premises’, four offices and a car parking dispensation. 
Specifically, this entails: 

• Provision of five, rear loaded restricted retail premises (definition 
discussed within the Chapter 8 of the report) fronting Crawford Street, 
ranging from 180-200sqm, each with associated 55sqm mezzanine 
office with an outlook to Crawford Street; 

• Provision of four offices fronting McIntyre St, ranging from 85-152sqm;  
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• The removal of five existing (redundant) crossovers long the Crawford 
Street frontage, with pedestrian/showroom access solely across this 
frontage;  

• The provision of 39 car spaces within the subject site, accessed via 
McIntyre Street, and provision of an additional 14 marked/nominated 
spaces along the Crawford Street and McIntyre Street frontages, 
totalling 53 car spaces; and 

• Activated built form response to Crawford Street, incorporating 
extensive glazing and upper level office interface that also fronts 
Pioneer Park. 

 
Figure 7 - Site plan of the proposal 
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Figure 8 - Render of the proposal as viewed from Crawford Street 

5. Referrals 

External 

5.1 The application was referred to external authorities who have consented to 
the proposal subject to conditions.  

Internal 

5.2 The application was referred to Council Strategic Planning, Landscape, 
Urban Design and Engineering departments who have consented to the 
proposal subject to standard conditions. 

Planning Policy Assessment 
Zoning – Clause 34.01: Commercial 1 Zone. 

5.3 The subject site is affected by the Commercial 1 Zone, pursuant to Clause 
34.01 of the Mitchell Planning Scheme. The Commercial 1 Zone seeks to 
create vibrant mixed use commercial centres for retail, office, business, 
entertainment and community uses. 
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5.4 Pursuant to Clause 34.01-1 a planning permit is not required for the use 
of the land for the purposes of a Restricted Retail Premises or Office. 

5.5 Pursuant to Clause 34.01-4 a planning permit is required for buildings 
and works associated with the use of the land for the purposes of a 
Restricted Retail Premises or Office. 

Design & Development Overlay 

5.6 The subject site is affected by the Design & Development Overlay – 
Schedule 9: Seymour Hospital Emergency Flight Path, pursuant to Clause 
43.02-9 of the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

5.7 Pursuant to Clause 43.02-2 a planning permit is not required as the 
proposal does not exceed 10 metres in height. 

Particular Provisions  

5.8 The following Particular Provisions are relevant to this application:  
 

Clause 52.06 (Car Parking).  

5.9 A permit is required to reduce the number of car parking spaces required in 
accordance with the table of uses in Clause 52.06. Pursuant to the table the 
following car parking spaces are required: 

Use Parking Rate Area Requirement Provision 

Retail 4 spaces per 
100sqm 
leasable floor 
area 

1,239sqm 
net floor 
area 

49 24 

Office 3.5 spaces per 
100sqm 
leasable floor 
area 

448sqm 
net floor 
area 

15 15 

5.10 As such, a total of 64 car parking spaces are required, and a total of 39 car 
parking spaces are provided on-site, resulting in an on-site dispensation of 
25 car spaces being requested.  

5.11 The applicant proposes to formalise a total of 14 on-street car parks directly 
abutting the subject site (including due to the removal of the redundant 
crossovers) and as such the practical dispensation equates to 11 car 
spaces. 
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Planning Policy Framework (PPF) & Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF)  

5.12 A number of Planning Policies have been considered through the assessment 
of this application the most relevant of which are discussed later in this report. 
For a complete list of applicable policies refer to Attachment 4.  

Other Considerations  
 

Seymour Structure Plan  

5.13 The Seymour Structure Plan identifies the subject site as being a “mixed use – 
retail/commercial/residential”, one of only three sites identified within central 
Seymour for mixed-use development.  

5.14 The Structure Plan identifies a number of key objectives, the objectives and 
strategies of relevance to the proposal include: 

• 02.2 - Encourage a diverse mix of land uses to foster prosperity and 
activate the streets through the day and night. 

• 02.4 - Improve the amenity, vibrancy and appearance of activity 
centres. 

• 02.6 - Create people focused activity centres and public spaces 
through streetscape upgrades and small landscape interventions. 

• 03.1 – Ensure sufficient and well serviced land is available for future 
employment and industry development. 

• 03.8 - Encourage investment and development in Seymour that 
contribute positively to the emergence of an iconic and distinctive image 
for the town and its economy. 

• S3.7 - Investigate the feasibility of a business hub/ incubator in close 
proximity to existing activity centres and services that includes both 
permanent and temporary office space. 
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Figure 9 - Excerpt from the Structure Plan showing the Seymour Activity Centre - subject site nominated in blue 
circle 

6. Alignment with Council Plan 

6.1 The proposal accurately aligns with the Mitchell Shire Council Plan 2017-
2021, more specifically with the Responsible Planning strategic objective 
which is “To demand best practice outcomes when planning for future 
growth” and key strategies: 

• 3.2 – Plan for growth and change through best practice design of 
services, infrastructure, open space and recreation facilities. 

• 3.3 – Prioritise environmental sustainability outcomes in planning 
decisions. 

• 3.7 – Improve the liveability of Mitchell Shire; and 
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• 3.8 – Support safe communities through best practice design and 
planning standards. 

7. Public Notification 

7.1 The proposal received a total of one (1) objection during the public 
notification period. The submission can be summarised by the following 
concerns raised: 

• Height of the proposal; and 

• The potential increase in traffic generated by the proposal. 

7.2 A response to these concerns is provided at Section 9 of this report. 

8. Discussion 

Proposed Land Uses 

8.1 The proposal seeks to use the land for the purposes of five restricted retail 
premises and four offices within the Commercial 1 Zone. The provision of 
‘restricted retail premises’ in lieu of conventional ‘retail’ at this site is 
reflective of the site’s location on the peripheral of the commercial core, 
meaning these tenancies are not typical key High Street retailers but for 
larger format ancillary commercial purposes. 

8.2 The definition of restricted retail premises as listed in the Mitchell Planning 
Scheme is:  

 Land used to sell or hire:  

a) automotive parts and Party supplies accessories;  

b) camping, outdoor and recreation goods  

c) electric light fittings;  

d) animal supplies including equestrian and pet goods;  

e) floor and window coverings;  

f) furniture, bedding, furnishings, fabric and manchester and homewares;  

g) household appliances, household electrical goods and home 
entertainment goods;  

h) party supplies;  

i) swimming pools;  
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j) office equipment and supplies;  

k) baby and children’s goods, children’s play equipment and accessories; 

l) sporting, cycling, leisure, fitness goods and accessories; or  

m) goods and accessories which:  

• Require a large area for handling, display and storage of goods; or  

• Require direct vehicle access to the building by customers for the 
purpose of loading or unloading goods into or from their vehicles after 
purchase or hire.  

It does not include the sale of food, clothing and footwear unless ancillary 
to the primary use. 

Response to Local Policy 

8.3 The proposed commercial development provides an appropriate response 
to Local Planning Policy objectives, with specific reference to Objective 1 of 
Clause 21.08, which is ‘To facilitate new development and employment 
opportunities in business, industry and tourism’. 

8.4 Furthermore, Clause 21.11 – Local Areas: Seymour seeks to guide the 
growth and development of the Seymour Township. The proposal aligns 
with the following policy objectives: 

• Settlement: Encourage the growth of Seymour as a dynamic economic 
centre for the region. 

• Built Environment & Heritage: Encourage high standards of urban 
design and architecture in the development of new buildings. 

• Economic Development: Promote and strengthen Seymour as a 
regional centre. 

• Economic Development: Support businesses that complement the 
existing industrial and manufacturing base. 

• Economic Development: Strengthen Seymour’s position as a 
preferred location for industrial enterprises based on the availability of 
infrastructure, work forces and transportation. 

8.5 It has been acknowledged by Council’s Economic Development Unit that 
there is an existing shortage of office space in Seymour, and that two recent 
employers/agencies have been unable to find appropriate office areas and 
are now located outside of Mitchell Shire. The proposal directly responds to 
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this identified shortage and aligns with the economic development 
objectives of the Shire. 

8.6 It is not common place for Council to receive private sector proposals for 
commercial/office space and is important to local job creation. Proposals 
like this that have the potential to play a catalyst role and begin to reinforce 
positive change in the township and drive additional localised employment 
opportunities. 

 Response to Seymour Structure Plan 

8.7 The Seymour Structure Plan identifies the subject site in multiple plans with 
various designations. Within Plan 5 – The Structure Plan, the site is identified 
as one of three ‘mixed use – retail/commercial /residential’ areas. To guide the 
development of these strategic redevelopment sites within established areas 
the structure plan notes the following: 

Strategic redevelopment sites are identified in established areas of 
Seymour to allow for the delivery of mixed use housing outcomes (i.e. 
student accommodation, home offices, shop top housing, medium 
density housing and retirement living), to utilise existing infrastructure, 
as well as provide more activity on the streets  

 
Figure 10 - Plan 5 of the Seymour Structure Plan - subject site nominated in blue circle 
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8.8 While the proposal seeks to deliver a commercial land use outcome it is 
acknowledged that the proposal responds to the key built form/land use 
elements sought for these strategic redevelopment sites, which is to provide an 
activated frontage and upper level built form and to facilitate the location of 
employment generating uses within well-serviced locations. 

8.9 In consideration of present market conditions, specifically the lack of restricted 
retail/showroom/office within Seymour and the minimal/non-existent demand 
for medium/high density residential development – this response is an 
acceptable variation to the broad vision set for the strategic redevelopment 
sites. Further to Paragraph 8.3, Council has identified a lack of suitable 
employment land within Seymour, the proposal is well placed to facilitate a 
range of local/small business opportunities and meet this demand. 

8.10 Furthermore, the proposed land uses of restricted retail and offices 
complements the existing and envisioned function of the Seymour Town 
Centre. Local Policy and the Seymour Structure Plan actively encourages the 
establishment/facilitation of employment generating uses within the well-
serviced locations.  

8.11 Given the site’s location on the peripheral of the town centre and the eclectic 
land use mix within the immediate surrounding area, the subject site is a logical 
extension to the commercial town centre, while facilitating 
secondary/peripheral uses such as restricted retail/showrooms for large retail 
uses and the provision of offices. 

Response to the Commercial 1 Zone 

8.12 The proposed development directly responds to the two relevant purposes 
of the Commercial 1 Zone being: 

•  To create vibrant mixed use commercial centres for retail, office, 
business, entertainment and community uses.  

• To provide for residential uses at densities complementary to the role 
and scale of the commercial centre. 

8.13 The proposal provides an appropriate response to the decision guidelines 
for buildings and works in the Commercial 1 Zone, particularly ” The 
streetscape, including the conservation of buildings, the design of 
verandahs, access from the street front, protecting active frontages to 
pedestrian areas, the treatment of the fronts and backs of buildings and their 
appurtenances, illumination of buildings or their immediate spaces and the 
landscaping of land adjoining a road” – which is evident in the built form 
response provided across both street frontages. 

Built Form Response  
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8.14  The development provides for a high degree of articulation and appropriately 
presents to it’s primary (Crawford Street) and secondary (McIntyre Street) 
frontage. 

8.15 Both facades provide for an improved streetscape experience, with the 
provision of rear loaded vehicle access allowing for an increase in glazing, 
which activates these frontages and provides passive surveillance 
opportunities.  

8.16 This is particularly applicable to the restricted retail component of the proposal, 
which also provides an activated upper level office component which provides 
outlook to Crawford Street and to Pioneer Park through the inclusion of north-
facing windows to the Retail 1 mezzanine. 

 
Figure 11 - Render of the two storey (single storey + mezzanine) Crawford Street frontage 

8.17 The frontages incorporate a mixture of materials, provision of awnings and 
articulation through indentation (see spacing between tenancies in Figure 10) 
to provide for a well-presented commercial development. Additionally, these 
frontages provide opportunities for kerbside landscaping and on-street parking 
opportunities. 

 
Figure 11 - Elevation of the single storey McIntyre Street frontage 
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Figure 12 - Render of the Pioneer Park (left of frame) and Crawford Street frontages - noting the upper level 
window providing outlook to Pioneer Park 

Response to Covenant AD914642P 

8.18 The covenant affecting one of the parcels that comprises the subject site 
seeks to guide the material treatment of built form, requiring no less than 
75% of the external walls (excluding glazing) to be constructed of kiln dried 
brick, stone or masonry. Following review of the submitted plans the 
proposal accords with this requirement.  

Impact on neighbouring trees 

8.19 It is acknowledged that the subject site shares an interface with Pioneer 
Park, which features a number of established trees along the shared 
interface, within close proximity to the subject site. While the potential 
impact of the development on these trees has not been implicitly provided, 
a number of planning permit conditions seek to manage this outcome, 
specifically through: 

• The nomination of tree protection zones for the trees abutting the 
northern boundary of the subject site to ensure no more than 10% of 
the calculated tree protection zone is encroached in accordance with 
Australian Standard AS4970:2009 – Protection of Trees on 
Development Sites 

• Requiring a tree protection management plan prior to the 
commencement of works, outlining proposed construction 
methodology along the northern boundary to ensure impact is 
minimised and carefully delivered. 
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Figure 14 - Photo of the subject site/Pioneer Park interface facing west from McIntyre Street 

Car Parking 

8.20 The proposal seeks an on-site car parking dispensation of 25 car parking 
spaces across the site. Further to Section 5.7 of this report, in consideration 
of the on-street car parking provision directly abutting the subject site (14 
spaces), this reduces the practical dispensation to 11 spaces. 

8.21 Council’s Planning and Engineering Department have assessed the 
submitted development plans and the Traffic Impact Assessment prepared 
by Ratio Consultants and considered the car parking dispensation 
acceptable based on the following: 

On-Street Car Parking Across the Site’s Interfaces 
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8.22 Based on the proposed removal of five existing crossovers across the 
McIntyre Street frontage, the subject site features 130 metres of kerb and 
channel street frontages across its two interfaces, which provides 
opportunities for 14 car parking spaces as identified in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15 - Excerpt from the development plan - on-street parking shown in red 

Supply of On-Street Car Parking in the Immediate Surrounding Area 

8.23 The two street frontages of the subject site vary in intensity and existing 
operation. Crawford Street carries more traffic of the two streets and 
accommodates a range of uses on the western side of the street, while the 
abutting Pioneer Park frontage of the eastern side of the street provides for 
approximately 15 on-street car parks directly north of the subject site. 

8.24 McIntyre Street primarily comprises commercial uses south and east of the 
subject site. Each of these uses features on-site car parking facilities, with 
considerable on-street car parking supply along this interface. 

8.25 From a review of aerial imagery, multiple site visits and drawing on the 
findings of the submitted Traffic Impact Assessment it is noted that existing 
on-street car parking supply is significantly underutilised on McIntyre Street 
as shown in Figures 16 to 18. 
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Figure 16 - View of on street car parking utilization on McIntyre Street at 2pm Thursday 28 January 2021 

 
Figure 17 - Aerial of subject site and surrounds on Wednesday 30 December 2020 (time unknown) 
showing availability of on-street car parking 
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Figure 18 - Aerial of subject site and surrounds on Tuesday 21 January 2020 (time unknown) showing 
availability of on-street car parking  

Suitability of an On-site Car Parking Reduction 

8.26 The proposed dispensation pertains to the restricted retail premises 
component of the development, with the provision of car parking for the 
office component meeting demand. With the provision of 24 spaces for the 
retail component (4 per tenancy), this seeks to accommodate car parking 
demand generated by employees and customers with on-street car parking 
proposed to supplement this supply and accommodate short-term 
customers of the retail component of the development. 

8.27 This is identified in the submitted Traffic Impact Assessment prepared by 
Ratio Consultants, which notes “the reliance on on-street parking for the 
short-term customers of the retail component of the development is 
considered an appropriate outcome in this instance given the Commercial 
1 Zoning of the site and the reliance on parking directly along the site 
frontages only which is not expected to impact on the parking needs of 
surrounding land uses.” 

8.28 Additionally, the dimension of all car parking provided, both on-site and on-
street complies with the requirements of the Mitchell Planning Scheme at 
Clause 52.06-9: Car Parking – Design Standard. 

9. Consideration of Submissions 

9.1 The application received one (1) objection during the public notification 
period. The objections typically cover similar concerns and are addressed 
below: 
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The impact of the development on the habitable amenity of the abutting 
property to the south 

9.2 The subject site and abutting properties are Commercial 1 Zoned 
properties, with the abutting single storey building (formally a dwelling) 
within immediate proximity of the subject site’s southern boundary. In 
consideration of the site’s commercial operation the overshadowing 
standards of Clause 55 do not apply. An amendment or variation from the 
current proposal (with respect to its southern interface) would likely result in 
a compromised streetscape outcome, accordingly it is not recommended to 
vary the existing design in consideration of this item raised. 

 
Figure 19 - Excerpt from the plan showing the interface with the property directly south of the subject site 

The potential increase in traffic generated by the proposal. 

9.3 Council’s Engineering Department consented to the application when 
considering the existing surrounding road network and the nature and 
expected intensity of the proposed development. The added vehicular 
movement will not detrimentally impact on the existing road infrastructure 
and has been considered acceptable. 

10. Conclusion 

10.1 This report establishes the planning basis to support the proposal at 4-12 
Crawford Street, Seymour. In particular, this proposed development should 
be supported for the following reasons:  
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• The proposal directly responds to the purposes and objectives of the 
Commercial 1 Zone, numerous Local Planning Policies and the 
Seymour Structure Plan;  

• The proposal provides a positive contribution to the Crawford Street 
streetscape, incorporating a range of design elements to provide an 
activated and pedestrian focussed street frontage. 

• The proposed car parking dispensation is an appropriate and 
acceptable variation to the Clause 52.06 Car Parking requirements. 
The balance of on-site and on-street car parking will sufficiently meet 
expected car parking demand; and 

• The proposed use of the land is appropriately located and will not 
result in unreasonable detrimental impacts to the surrounding area. 
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10.4 PLANNING PERMIT APPLICATION PLP134/21 FOR THE USE AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAND FOR A RESTRICTED RECREATION 
FACILITY (DRIFT TRAINING FACILITY) AT 1280D BROADFORD-
GLENAROUA ROAD, GLENAROUA 

Author: Rees May - Statutory Planner  
File No: PLP134/21 
Attachments: 1. Applicable Planning Policies   

2. Application Material       
 

 
Property No.: 123433 
Title Details: Lot 6 on Plan of Subdivision 805703C 
Applicant: Shane and Katrina O’Hare 
Zoning: Farming Zone 
Overlays: None 
Objections Received: 151 objections and 10 letters of support 
Cultural Heritage Management 
Plan Required: 

No 

Summary Recommendation Notice of Refusal 
Reason Reported to Council The number of objections received exceeds 

the threshold for officer delegation (4). 
Officer Declaration of Conflict of 
Interest: 

No officers involved in the preparation of this 
report have any direct or indirect interest in 
this matter.  
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1. Site Map 

 
Figure 1. Subject site and wider area (source Nearmap) 
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Figure 2. Subject site and surrounds (source Nearmap) 

2. Summary 

2.1 This report recommends that Council refuse to grant a Planning Permit for 
Planning Application PLP134/21 at 1280D Broadford-Glenaroua Road, 
Glenaroua for the use and development of the land for a restricted 
recreation facility (drift training facility).  

2.2 Following public notifications, the application received 151 objections and 
10 letters of support.  

2.3 The proposal has been assessed against the relevant provisions of the 
Mitchell Planning Scheme, and is considered to:  

• Result in negative impacts on amenity to the surrounding rural area 
and residents including by way of noise, air, dust and odour emissions. 

• Remove land from agricultural production whilst simultaneously 
eroding the ability of surrounding land to be farmed for a variety of 
purposes.  

• Create an unnecessary financial and maintenance impost on Council 
road infrastructure with increased traffic descending on an isolated 
location not envisaged in the Mitchell Planning Scheme for large-scale 
recreational pursuits. 

• Result in negative impacts on the landscape character, values and 
visual appearance of the surrounding area. Result in negative impacts 
on the local natural environment particularly regarding local wildlife 
corridors and the potential for soil contamination.  
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2.4 As such, the application is recommended for refusal. 

RECOMMENDATION 
THAT Council having complied with the relevant Sections of the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987, resolve to issue a Notice of Refusal in respect of Application 
No. PLP134/21 for the use and development of land for a restricted recreation facility 
(drift training facility) at Lot 6 PS805703C, known as 1280D Broadford-Glenaroua 
Road, Glenaroua subject to the following grounds of refusal: 
1. The proposal is inconsistent with the following Planning Policy of the Mitchell 

Planning Scheme as follows:  

a. Clause 12 (Environmental and Landscape Values) 

b. Clause 13 (Environmental Risks and Amenity) 

c. Clause 14 (Natural Resource Management) 

d. Clause 15 (Built Environment and Heritage) 

e. Clause 17 (Economic Development) 

f. Clause 18 (Transport) 

g. Clause 19 (Infrastructure) 

 

2. The proposal is inconsistent with the following Local Planning Policy of the 
Mitchell Planning Scheme as follows:  

a. Clause 21.03-1 (Biodiversity) 

b. Clause 21.03-2 (Significant environments and landscapes) 

c. Clause 21.04-3 (Soil Degradation) 

d. Clause 21.04-4 (Noise and Air) 

e. Clause 21.04-5 (Bushfire) 

f. Clause 21.05-1 (Agriculture) 

g. Clause 21.05-2 (Water) 

h. Clause 21.08-1 (Economic Growth) 

i. Clause 21.08-3 (Tourism) 

j. Clause 21.09-1 (Road Network) 

 

3. The proposal is inconsistent with the purpose and decision guidelines of Clause 
35.07 (Farming Zone) as the proposal removes viable agricultural land from 
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agricultural production, erodes the agricultural potential of adjoining and nearby 
land and exacerbates land use conflict with genuine agricultural enterprises.  

 

4. The proposal will cause unreasonable visual and amenity impact due to noise, 
air, dust and odour emissions emanating from the proposed use and the 
introduction of non-agricultural buildings and scarring of the landscape for the 
purpose of a non-agricultural use.   

 

5. The proposal does not provide net community benefit for the Glenaroua 
community.  

 
6. The proposal does not meet the decision guidelines of Clause 65.01 (Approval of 

an application or plan) 

ASSESSMENT 

3. Site and Surrounds 

Subject Site Description 

3.1 The subject site is on the east side of Broadford-Glenaroua Road 
approximately 1.5 kilometres north of Broadford-Pyalong Road and a similar 
distance south of Seymour-Pyalong Road. The site is an irregular shape 
and has a frontage of approximately 850 metres to Broadford-Glenaroua 
Road a maximum depth of 621 metres. The site has an overall area of 40.06 
hectares. 

3.2 The site effectively sits on a plateau where the land is flat but surrounding 
land is undulating.  

3.3 Vehicle access to the site is gained from Broadford-Glenaroua Road 
approximately 100 metres north of an existing Powercor electrical 
substation.  

3.4 The site has been historically used for low-intensity cattle grazing and 
broadacre cropping  

3.5 There are a range of native trees scattered across the site however none 
are in the vicinity of the proposed development.  
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 Figure 3. Photo of subject site taken looking east from north-west corner of the 

site 

 
 Figure 4. Photo of subject site taken looking south from north-west corner of the 

site 
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 Figure 5. Photo of subject site taken looking south-east from north-west corner 

of the site 

 
 Figure 6. Photo of Broadford-Glenaroua Road taken looking south from near to 

the north-west corner of the site 
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Planning Background 

3.6 Planning Permit PLP298/16 was issued on 3 April 2017 creating the subject 
land (Lot 6) from a seven-lot re-subdivision of old Crown Allotments.  

3.7 A common property (private) road was approved as part of the subdivision 
along the northern side of the subject land however the road is only required 
for vehicle access to Lots 3, 4 and 5.  

3.8 Building exclusion zones were also required as part of the re-subdivision 
permit to ensure future buildings on affected lots, including Lot 6, were not 
located within 50 metres of any waterway or drainage lines leading to a 
waterway. When the lots were formalised into titles of land, the building 
exclusion zones were registered as covenants on each affected title.    

Title/Restrictions/Agreements 

3.9 Restrictive Covenant PS805703C was registered on the title to the subject 
land on 7 November 2018. This covenant prohibits the construction of 
buildings within the building exclusion zone.  

3.10 There are no other Covenants or Section 173 Agreements limiting use or 
development of the subject land.   

3.11 An electricity easement is located on the eastern and southern parts of the 
site. This easement is in favour of Powercor Australia Ltd. The easement is 
not affected by the proposal. 

Surrounding Area 

3.12 The subject site is located within the rural locality of Glenaroua, 
approximately 16 kilometres north-west of Broadford and 22 kilometres 
north of Kilmore. There are no community or commercial services in 
Glenaroua except for the Glenaroua CFA Station located approximately one 
kilometre north of the site.  

3.13 The Hume Freeway is approximately 17 kilometres to the east accessed via 
Seymour-Pyalong Road and Tallarook-Pyalong Road at Tallarook.  

3.14 The Northern Highway is approximately 12 kilometres to the west accessed 
via Seymour-Pyalong Road at Pyalong.  

3.15 Mollisons Creek meanders around the north and east of the subject site and 
is approximately 800 metres from the closest edge of the site to the Creek. 
The Creek is approximately 1.5 kilometres east of the proposed 
development footprint.  Mollisons Creek forms part of the upper reaches of 
the Goulburn River Catchment flowing into Sugarloaf Creek downstream of 
the subject site before flowing into the Goulburn River near Seymour.  
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3.16 The Broadford-Glenaroua Road is a bitumen sealed two-lane road with 
informal shoulders and significant roadside vegetation lining both sides of 
the road reserve. The vegetation is acknowledged for its significance in the 
Mitchell Planning Scheme with protection under a Vegetation Protection 
Overlay.  

3.17 The site is set within a traditional broadacre farming area with a range of 
sheep and cattle grazing and cropping activities in operation.  

3.18 Settlement of the area is a reflection of the significant size of farm holdings 
with dwellings generally only accompanying large farms however a de facto 
rural-residential element is present five kilometres east of the subject site 
(as the crow flies) at Sugarloaf Creek.  

3.19 The closest dwellings are at 1020 Broadford-Glenaroua Road which is 
situated approximately 900 metres south of the proposed development and 
at 1280 Broadford-Glenaroua Road approximately one kilometre north of 
the proposed development.  

4. Proposal 

4.1 The proposal is as follows: 

Use 

4.2 Approximately 5 hectares of the subject land is proposed to be set aside for 
use as a drift training track and associated buildings.  

4.3 Hours of operation are proposed from 8am to 6pm seven days per week. 
The application material suggests use may primarily occur on weekends but 
does not explicitly limit hours or days of operation.  The Business 
Management Plan suggests that the Applicant themselves would privately 
practice on the track one evening per week.  

4.4 No more than 16 cars are proposed to use the drift training track over the 
course of a single day with no more than four cars active on the track at any 
one time. According to the Permit Applicant, this would ensure compliance 
with the Noise from Industry in Regional Victoria (NIRV) Guidelines.  

4.5 A capped maximum of 60 patrons/spectators are to be onsite at any given 
event by invite only. Patrons are to be associated with the training 
participants. 

4.6 The drift training track is proposed to be a private facility operated by the 
Applicant who is also a proposed resident on the subject land. The Applicant 
also proposes that the facility would be available for hire to approved parties 
where the limitations of acoustic obligations can be met.  
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4.7 There is no information provided suggesting a capped number of 
participants in the event the track is hired to another party however the 
Applicant requests that the track be available for customer hire 180 days 
per calendar year.  

4.8 The Application does not clearly demarcate the line between a ‘private invite 
only’ event and a ‘customer hire’ event.  

Development  
4.9 The track will be a winding 700 metre long, 8-metres-wide, bitumen surfaced 

track. A 30-metre-wide run-off area is provided around the track for errant 
vehicles. It is not clear from the documentation what material (gravel or sand 
traps, tyre barriers) will be used in the run-off area, the specifications of 
proposed catch fencing around the perimeter (height, transparency, colour, 
profile) nor is it clear what land-forming will be required for drainage of the 
track and what will happen with spoil.  

4.10 The edge of the track will be situated 50 metres at its closest point to 
Broadford-Glenaroua Road and 60 metres to the common property road to 
the north. When considering the run-off area and catch fence, these 
setbacks are reduced to 20 and 30 metres respectively.  

4.11 Two acoustic berms are proposed across the south side of the track to assist 
with noise reduction to the nearest dwelling south of the site at 1020 
Broadford-Glenaroua Road. The plans illustrating the acoustic berms are 
largely schematic and don’t detail the height or width of the berms. For 
reference, the Applicant’s acoustic assessment suggests the berm should 
be 3 metres in height.     

4.12 Two buildings are to be placed next to each other onsite within close 
proximity to the track. Whilst elevation plans of the two buildings have not 
been provided, the Applicant advises that both buildings will be portable.  

4.13 The site plan advises that the toilet block will be 8 metres wide and 4 metres 
deep accommodating two male and two female toilets plumbed to a 
wastewater treatment system.  

4.14 The office will be 12 metres wide and 6 metres in depth and interchangeably 
used as a classroom and spectator viewing area. It is not clear how this will 
be possible with a 3-metre-high berm between the office and the track.  

4.15 The Business Management Plan highlights that the pit area will be 96 
metres long and 14 metres wide with a gravel or crushed rock surface and 
trailer parking included. It is not clear how the pit area is physically 
separated from spectator movement around the public areas.  

4.16 Vehicle access from Broadford-Glenaroua Road is proposed via the existing 
access point to the subject site however the plans don’t detail a driveway 
alignment between the access point and the track nor do the plans illustrate 
how and exactly where training vehicles will be unloaded from trailers or 
transportation vehicles. To this end, there are no designated car parking 
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areas shown and no understanding provided of the ‘type’ of transportation 
vehicle bringing drift cars to the site.  

4.17 Despite driving conditions being difficult, wet, fog-induced, overcast or dark 
during winter months and particularly with early morning and early evening 
operation, there is no information suggesting lighting will be provided around 
the track. 

4.18 However, there will be a remote-controlled traffic light system stationed at 
three locations around the track to manage and warn cars of on-track 
hazards ahead. The lights remain on until the hazard has been cleared from 
the track. The traffic light system is not shown on the plans and design 
specifications have not been provided.  

4.19 There are no plans submitted with the application proposing any perimeter 
landscaping around the track.   

5. Referrals 

5.1 The application was referred to the following external authorities.  
The application was referred to the following authorities under Section 
52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987. 
 
Authority 
 

 
Response 

Goulburn Murray Water No objection subject to conditions 
requiring suitable wastewater 
management, sediment runoff 
control and chemical storage 
management.  

Environmental Protection 
Authority 

No objection but offered the 
following advice: 
- It is not clear if a PA system will 

be used and, if so, this has not 
been considered in the acoustic 
report. 

- The Environment Protection 
Regulations 2021 can be 
achieved with four vehicles on 
the track at any one time with a 
predicted noise level of 46dBA 
provided the drift vehicles are all 
using muffled exhaust systems 
and a 3-metre-high berm is 
employed across the south side 
of the track.  

- The noise monitor device should 
remain onsite permanently.  
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- If the nearest resident to the 
north at 1280 Broadford-
Glenaroua Road is still 
unreasonably impacted by noise 
coming from the track, further 
measures may be necessary 
including a continuous higher 
berm built around the entire track.  

Country Fire Authority Requested further information from 
the applicant due to the risk of 
bushfire associated with the 
ignition of fire emanating from drift 
vehicles. The CFA requested to 
know the nature of the surface 
around the track (grass, sand etc.), 
standard of construction for the 
internal road leading to the track 
and any separate emergency 
access along with confirmation of 
whether there will be any onsite 
camping. The applicant has not 
responded to this request.  

5.2 The application was referred to the following internal departments.    
The application was referred to the following authorities under Section 
52 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987. 
 
Department 
 

 
Response 

Environmental Health No objection subject to conditions 
requiring suitable wastewater 
management restricted to 
regulated wastewater envelopes 
along with registration under the 
Food Act 1984. 

Environment Not supportive of the application 
subject to the following reasons: 
- The proposed use does not 

present any agricultural or 
environmental net benefit, 
contrary to the purposes and 
objectives of the Farming Zone 

- Proposed use not responsive to 
the draft Rural Land and Activity 
Review 
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6. Planning Policy Assessment 
Zoning 

Farming Zone (FZ) 

6.1 Pursuant to clause 35.07-1 (FZ), a planning permit is required to use the 
land for leisure and recreation (restricted recreation facility).  

6.2 Pursuant to clause 35.07-4 (FZ), a planning permit is required for 
buildings and works, including earthworks which change the rate of flow or 
the discharge point of water across a property boundary.  

Overlays 

6.3 No overlays affect the subject land however it is noted the Broadford-
Glenaroua Road reservation is affected by the Vegetation Protection 
Overlay – Schedule 1.  

Relevant Particular Provisions 

Clause 52.06 Car Parking 

6.4 Clause 52.06-2 states that before a new use commences, the number of 
car parking spaces required under Clause 52.06-5 must be provided on the 
land to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.  

6.5 Clause 52.06-5 does not specify a car parking requirement for the proposal 
so therefore under Clause 52.06-6, before a new use commences, car 
parking spaces must be provided to the satisfaction of the Responsible 
Authority. 

6.6 Clause 52.06-8 states that car parking layout plans must be prepared to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority before a new use commences.  

Relevant Particular Provisions 

Clause 65.01 Approval of an application plan 

6.7 Before deciding on an application or approval of a plan, the responsible 
authority must consider, as appropriate: 

• The matters set out in section 60 of the Act. 

• The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework. 

• The purpose of the zone overlay or other provision. 

• Any matter required to be considered in the zone, overlay or other 
provision.  
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• The orderly planning of the area. 

• The effect on the amenity of the area. 

• The proximity of the land to any public land.  

• Factors likely to cause or contribute to land degradation, salinity or 
reduce water quality. 

• Whether the proposed development is designed to maintain or 
improve the quality of stormwater within and exiting the site. 

• The extent and character of native vegetation and the likelihood of its 
destruction.  

• Whether native vegetation is to be or can be protected, planted or 
allowed to regenerate. 

• The degree of flood, erosion or fire hazard associated with the location 
of the land and the use, development or management of the land so 
as to minimise any such hazard. 

• The adequacy of loading and unloading facilities and any associated 
amenity, traffic flow and road safety impacts 

Planning Policy Framework (PPF) 

6.8 Refer to attachment 3. 

7. Alignment to Council Plan 

7.1 The proposal does not align with ‘Responsible Planning’ as it does not meet 
the strategic objective which is “to demand best practice outcomes when 
planning for future growth” and the following key strategies of the Council 
Plan: 

• Improve the liveability of Mitchell Shire. 

• Support safe communities through best practice design and planning 
standards. 

• Protect and enhance local ambience, amenity and character.  

8. Public Notification 

8.1 The application was advertised in accordance with Section 52 of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987 by placing notice on site and letters 
sent via post. 
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8.2 Following public notification of the application, a total of 151 objections and 
10 letters of support have been received as of 18 August 2021.  

8.3 The concerns raised by objectors are summarised as follows: 
Amenity 

8.4 Noise, including: 

• Noise emanating from the vehicles as they move around the track. 

• Additional traffic navigating the local road network in Glenaroua. 

• Disturbance to farm animals including cattle and sheep when birthing 
and to performance horses. 

• Disturbance to local wildlife, especially along the Mollison Creek riparian 
corridor and Broadford-Glenaroua Road significant roadside vegetation 
corridor.  

• Hours of operation from 8am to 6pm and 180 calendar days per year will 
not provide sufficient relief from noise.  

• Proposed noise monitoring is to be undertaken by the permit applicant 
rather than by an independently nominated person. 

• The acoustic report is only based on engine/exhaust noise and not on 
skidding, braking, wheel spinning or tyre screeching.  

• The noise is compliant when one vehicle is on the track but once two 
vehicles are on the track the proposal no longer complies with Noise 
from Industry in Regional Victoria (NIRV) guidelines. 

• Noise is measured from the facility to the edge of the two nearest 
dwellings which assumes residents are always inside their dwellings and 
not enjoying their outside surroundings.  

• There hasn’t been a noise contour model submitted with the acoustic 
report which responds to the siting of the proposal on a plateau. 

• The acoustic report does not take into consideration the prospect of 
future dwellings on adjoining lots 4 and 5 which do not require a planning 
permit to be constructed in the Farming Zone as both lots exceed 40 
hectares.  

• The berms don’t encircle the entire track leading to unnecessary noise.  

• Glenaroua is a quiet rural community and the proposal would erode this 
atmosphere.  

8.5 Visual presentation, including: 

• Lighting of the Drift Training Facility will impact nearby properties. 
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• Drawings don’t detail any locations or provisions for crowd and safety 
barriers, parking areas, storage sheds, waste treatment system, rubbish 
collection, water and electricity supply, emergency access and 
assembly.  

• No provision for onsite repairs of vehicles. 

• No waste management proposed which will lead to rubbish and littering.  

• No provision for the dumping of shredded tyres generated by the act of 
drifting. 

8.6 Air and odour emissions, including: 

• Dust generation from vehicles travelling along the entrance road to the 
track. 

• Dust generation from errant vehicles leaving the track. 

• Excessive smoke from burning tyre rubber.  

• Increase in carbon emissions and impact on climate change.  

Agriculture 

8.7 Impacts to agriculture, including: 

• The proposal is not associated with the use of land for agriculture. 

• The proposal is not consistent with the purpose of the Farming Zone. 

• Areas zoned Farming should not be used for non-farming purposes. 

• The land is highly productive agricultural land despite arguments to the 
contrary in the applicant’s Agricultural Land Assessment by Cadeema.  

• The proposal effectively and permanently removes land from agricultural 
production.  

• The impact and disturbance to farm animals as specified in section 8.4 
of this report.    

Traffic, Parking and Road Safety 

8.8 Impacts to existing road infrastructure, road safety and other onsite matters, 
including: 

• Increase in traffic volumes generated by the proposal. 

• Impact to local roads and three single-lane bridges in the local road 
network. 

• Financial impost on Council and ratepayers to maintain the local road 
network more regularly because of the proposal.  
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• The proposal could attract undesirable or criminal groups and anti-social 
behaviour in an area with inadequate policing. 

• Increased difficulty in mustering cattle on local roads due to increase in 
traffic volumes and fear of ‘hoon’ driving behaviour. 

• Increased traffic volumes and fear of ‘hoon’ behaviour will endanger 
cyclists using the local road network.     

• It will be difficult to monitor would-be ‘hoon’ drivers once they leave the 
facility.  

• Drifting can cause death and serious injury.  

• Where is the car parking and internal roadways? 

• Will cars be brought to the site on trucks or just trailers? 

Bushfire 

8.9 Bushfire matters, including: 

• Increased risk of bushfire due to fuelling of vehicles, collisions, sparking, 
burning tyre tread and otherwise igniting flames.  

• No fire-fighting equipment or formal bushfire plan in place. 

• Existing ground fuel loads including surrounding grasslands and 
vegetation corridors are too close to the facility and will contribute to the 
spread of bushfire.  

• There has been no confirmation as to whether camping is proposed 
onsite.  

• The proposal will create disproportionate asset protection by the 
Glenaroua CFA which only has one truck.  

Other 

8.10 Other matters, including: 

• Possibility of trespass onto adjoining properties. 

• Impacts to the mental health of local residents.  

• Violation of the Section 173 Agreement. 

• No community benefit.  

• Impacts to wildlife. 

• Soil contamination and potential groundwater impacts. 

• Impacts to waterways including Mollison Creek. 

• The Planning Permit Application was not advertised widely enough. 
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• The proposal is not consistent with the Broadford Structure Plan, which 
has a dedicated motor sport precinct. 

• The proposal is not consistent with the Draft Rural Land and Activities 
Review 2021.  

• The land use is incorrectly characterised as a Restricted Recreation 
Facility instead of a Motor Racing Track.  

• Reduction in land values.  

• The need for the facility has not been justified. 

• Once the permit is issued, amendments can be made.   

9. Discussion` 

Amenity Considerations 

9.1 There are a range of amenity considerations including noise, dust, air and 
odour emissions along with visual amenity impacts which must form part of 
Council’s decision-making process in accordance with the Mitchell Planning 
Scheme.  

9.2 Clause 13.05-1S sets out the overarching strategy of the Planning Scheme 
to assist the control of noise effects on sensitive land uses. The strategy is 
to ‘ensure that development is not prejudiced and community amenity and 
human health is not adversely impacted by noise emissions, using a range 
of building design, urban design and land use separation techniques as 
appropriate to the land use functions and character of the area’.   

9.3 An acoustic report prepared for the applicant by Octave Acoustics has been 
submitted with the proposal. The report investigates noise impacts to the 
two closest receivers of noise at 1020 and 1280 Broadford-Glenaroua Road 
and concludes that compliance with the recommended noise limits of EPA 
Publication 1411: Noise from Industry in Regional Victoria (NIRV) can be 
met by doing the following: 

• Constructing earthen berms along the south side of the track to a height 
of 3 metres to reduce noise to an acceptable level when received at 1020 
Broadford-Glenaroua Road. 

• Applying muffled exhaust systems to drift vehicles. 

• Installing a fixed noise monitor to the north-east side of the track to 
facilitate and observe compliance with relevant noise regulations. 

9.4 As of 1 July 2021, EPA Publication 1411 (NIRV) was replaced with EPA 
Publication 1826: Noise Limit and Assessment Protocol for the Control of 
Noise from Commercial, Industrial and Trade Premises and Entertainment 
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Venues. EPA Publication 1826 uses the same methods to assess noise 
impacts as NIRV but with slight amendments to the durations of day, 
evening and night periods. The changes to period definitions do not change 
the results of the acoustic assessment except for Saturday operations which 
are now considered as part of ‘day period’ operations rather than ‘evening 
period’ operations.  

9.5 The NIRV criteria previously defined a ‘day period’ as 7am to 6pm from 
Monday to Friday and 7am to 1pm on Saturdays with ‘evening period’ 
defined as 1pm to 10pm for Saturdays. As part of the change to the new 
criteria under EPA Publication 1826, ‘day periods’ are redefined to include 
Saturdays from 7am to 6pm. Sundays continue to be defined as ‘evening’ 
periods from 7am to 10pm.  

9.6 Table 1 of the applicant’s acoustic report specifies the day period zoning 
level at 46 dB(A) and evening period zoning level at 41 dB(A). Given the 
proposed hours (and loosely proposed days) of operation advised by the 
applicant, this means that in order to comply with EPA Publication 1826, 
noise generated by the proposal should not exceed 46dB(A) at any stage 
between 8am and 6pm from Monday to Saturday and should not exceed 41 
dB(A) at any stage between 8am and 6pm on Sundays.  

9.7 The applicant’s acoustic report ultimately concludes that if all drift vehicles 
are fitted with exhaust mufflers, then the noise received at 1020 and 1280 
Broadford-Glenaroua Road will meet the noise criteria with anywhere 
between 1 and 4 vehicles on the track at any one time from Monday to 
Saturday however the criteria is only met on a Sunday if 1 to 2 vehicles are 
on the track at any one time.   

9.8 At Clause 22 of the EPA Publication 1826, it states that: 

An assessment of the background level may be made where the 
assessment location in the noise sensitive area is further than 600 
metres from the boundary of the land-use zone in which the 
commercial, industrial or trade premises is located, to ensure the noise 
limit is not set below the background level.    

9.9 The applicant’s acoustic report is essentially a desktop review using three- 
dimensional computer modelling based on the use of algorithms consistent 
with internationally recognised standards. Whilst this is a standard approach 
to outdoor noise assessment and impacts, the background levels have not 
been measured to ensure a reasonable baseline to start from with respect 
to noise. Such a baseline would give the Glenaroua community a better 
indication of the nature of typical background noise in their local area and a 
more genuine comparison with the nature of noise emanating from the drift 
training track. 

9.10 This matter requires resolution. If the background noise levels are measured 
together with the expected noise limits, the final noise levels could be higher 
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than the zoning levels for the generators and receivers of noise in a Farming 
Zone. 

9.11 Council officers commissioned a peer review of the applicant’s acoustic 
report by an independent acoustics expert. The peer review concludes that 
operational details of the drift training track should be provided by the 
applicant to categorically confirm that compliance is achieved against EPA 
Publication 1826.  This is particularly required to confirm that effective noise 
levels (represented in Table 8 of the applicant’s acoustic report) account for 
adjustments to duration and intermittency of noise against EPA Publication 
1826.  

9.12 The peer review states that it would be prudent to clarify the operational 
details of the proposal and the expected usage frequency of the practice 
track over a given 30-minute period (i.e. number of cars on track and for 
how long, during a given 30-minute period). The details provided by the 
applicant in this regard are vague. Whilst the applicant has clearly stated 
that no more than four vehicles will be on the track at any one time, there is 
no understanding about how vehicles are interchanged without creating 
additional noise and no understanding of whether the noise of four vehicles 
on the track will be sustained for extended periods of time without relief.   

9.13 The application was also referred to the Environment Protection Authority 
(EPA) who consented to the proposal following a review of the applicant’s 
acoustic report. EPA advice is summarised in section 5.1 of this report.  

9.14 Noise monitoring with a fixed monitor on the north-east side of the track has 
been suggested by the EPA along with both the applicant’s acoustic 
engineer and an independent acoustic engineer on peer review. The 
monitor would assist with better measuring noise impacts in various weather 
conditions and, in the event a permit is issued with suitable conditions, 
ongoing noise monitoring would give Council the opportunity to enforce 
stricter track operations or employ further noise attenuation measures 
around the track. If there are still unreasonable noise impacts to dwellings 
at either 1020 or 1280 Broadford-Glenaroua Road, all three experts suggest 
use of a continuous higher berm around the track. However, the 
independent acoustic engineer suggests noise monitoring should be 
measured upfront in the event Council are of a mind to issue a permit to 
ensure more accurate and predictable noise readings and modelling are 
undertaken.  

9.15 Notwithstanding this, Clause 13.05-1S still requires that land use separation 
techniques are appropriate to the ‘land use functions and character of the 
area’. A 3-metre-high berm around the south side of the track or, in a worst-
case scenario, an even higher berm around the entire track is considered to 
be an inappropriate solution to resolving noise impacts.  

9.16 The subject site and immediately surrounding land is situated on a plateau. 
Distant views of the site are possible from Broadford-Glenaroua Road and 
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adjoining and nearby properties. Roadside vegetation and scattered trees 
throughout the area provide some level of natural screening to the site but 
not sufficiently to allow a 3-metre-high earthen berm to ‘nestle’ into a flat, 
largely denuded landscape let alone a higher, continuous berm around the 
entire track.  

9.17 This is further exacerbated by the absence of any definitive conclusion on 
exactly how long the berm should be and whether the acoustic dynamics 
change when the berm along the south side of the track is broken into two 
parts with an approximately 60 metre gap between each berm. It is further 
noted that the berm on the south-east side of the track doesn’t wrap around 
the track in any way and is further away from the track. It is not understood 
how, if at all, a berm further away from the edge of the track achieves a 
better acoustic outcome than the berm closer to the track.  

9.18 It is further noted that the berm does not shelter 1020 Broadford-Glenaroua 
Road from the noise of revving vehicles in the pit lane. The Business 
Management Plan accompanying the application doesn’t make mention of 
this matter. Whilst a permit condition could theoretically deal with this issue 
by prohibiting warm-ups or revving in the pit lane, the reality is it will be 
resource-intensive for Council officers to enforce on an ongoing basis.  

9.19 Noise contour modelling does not form part of the applicant’s acoustic report 
and this was mentioned in the objections as something that hasn’t been 
completed by the applicant. On peer review, the independent acoustic 
expert has not made specific comment on the issue however conversations 
with Council officers have revealed that given the site is largely flat and 
unencumbered by adjacent built-up areas, noise contour modelling wouldn’t 
change the modelling which has already been done.  

9.20 The peer review did not investigate noise impacts on lots 3, 4 and 5 forming 
part of the same Plan of Subdivision as there are no current dwellings on 
any of these lots and modelling could not be undertaken to a receiver point 
which doesn’t yet exist however Council officers acknowledge that this issue 
has been raised by objectors. The fact that all of these lots are in excess of 
40 hectares with building site opportunities closer to the drift training track 
than the receivers of noise at 1020 and 1280 Broadford-Glenaroua Road 
will only exacerbate land use conflict and erode the opportunities for a 
variety of agricultural pursuits to be established if a dwelling cannot also be 
established on those lots to support an agricultural enterprise.  

9.21 Noise impacts to wildlife from a drift training track have also been identified 
by objectors.  Whilst the subject site itself, is largely devoid of trees, the 
Broadford-Glenaroua Road is a significant roadside vegetation corridor 
protected under the Vegetation Protection Overlay – Schedule 1 (VPO1).  
The track is a minimum of 20 metres from this roadside vegetation corridor. 
The “Statement of nature and significance of vegetation to be protected” 
under the VPO1 states the following: 
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Roadside vegetation and wildlife corridors are a significant feature of 
the Mitchell Shire. Many roadsides and corridors throughout the area 
contain pockets of remnant indigenous vegetation, rare, vulnerable 
and significant flora species. Some of the roadsides and corridors 
provide a valuable source of native seed stock and important habitat 
for wildlife. The conservation and protection of these areas is an 
important strategy. 

9.22 Whilst the VPO1 is not technically triggered by this proposal, it is still an 
important consideration under clause 21.03-1 (Biodiversity) which 
recognises roadside vegetation and wildlife corridors for the importance 
they hold in providing significant wildlife habitat. A wildlife study has not 
been undertaken by the applicant to determine the variety of species which 
live and move along this corridor and their susceptibility to vehicle noise of 
this nature. Assuming this corridor provides value to even a limited number 
of species, it is considered the noise generated by the proposal would likely 
displace those species thereby contributing to their decline.  

9.23 Further to the impact on flora and fauna, many objectors raised the 
possibility of adverse effects on the health and wellbeing of farm / stock 
animals as well as native fauna.  

9.24 In relation to visual amenity, there is an implicit expectation that soil 
disturbance will be required to form the land so that the track along with an 
internal driveway leading to the track can be suitably drained of stormwater. 
Whilst the applicant maintains that minimal excavation is required, there is 
little doubt the proposal will require significant earthworks.   

9.25 Clause 21.03-2 notes that ‘Mitchell has a diverse range of landscapes 
including steep to gently undulating sedimentary hills, dissected granite 
plateaus, volcanic plains and flat alluvial flood plains associated with major 
rivers’. The objective of this clause is ‘to protect and enhance the visual 
quality of rural and urban landscapes’.  

9.26 It is difficult to reconcile the differences between this proposal, the above 
policy direction and the landscape features of Glenaroua.  The flat volcanic 
plains in this area are likely to be the result of the convergence of the 
Sunday Creek and Mount William Fault Lines which lie in the vicinity of the 
subject site creating unobstructed views from Broadford-Glenaroua Road 
towards the Mollison Creek riparian corridor and Tallarook hills and State 
Forest further in the distance.  

9.27 The earthworks to form the track will scar views of this landscape and clutter 
those views with earthen berms, buildings, bitumen track, lighting, fencing, 
other things such as sand or gravel traps in the track run-off areas, possibly 
tyre barriers for further protection, car parking areas, storage buildings, 
wastewater treatment system, rubbish management, water and electricity 
supply all of which are facets of the application that aren’t properly resolved 
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as part of the application not to mention the traffic light system which is to 
be implemented.   

9.28 One of numerous examples of how the application design detail is 
unresolved, relates to the applicant’s advice that the office will be ‘typical of 
a standard shipping container’ in terms of its size and the applicant’s 
Business Management Plan which suggests the office will be used as a 
spectator viewing area, it is unclear how the office will achieve this outcome 
with a 3-metre-high acoustic berm obstructing views of the track.     

9.29 The subject site is adjacent to a section of Broadford-Glenaroua Road which 
is straight and offers panoramic views to passing drivers along with the 
ability to stop and enjoy views of a quintessentially rural environment.  

9.30 Ultimately, there are a range of noise and amenity related matters which 
remain unresolved and therefore, from an amenity perspective, the 
application cannot be supported at officer level.  

Farming Zone and Protection of Agricultural Land  

9.31 The purpose of the Farming Zone is: 

• To provide for the use of land for agriculture. 

• To encourage the retention of productive agricultural land. 

• To ensure that non-agricultural uses, including dwellings, do not 
adversely affect the use of land for agriculture. 

• To encourage the retention of employment and population to support 
rural communities.  

• To encourage use and development of land based on comprehensive 
and sustainable land management practices and infrastructure 
provision.  

9.32 The proposal removes approximately 5 hectares of land from being 
physically used for agriculture and a further 35 hectares are effectively lost 
to agricultural production by virtue of the landowner having no obvious 
intention to farm the remaining land.  

9.33 The applicant has supplied an Agricultural Assessment Report which 
explores the productivity of the land for agriculture. The report concentrates 
almost exclusively on soil suitability for cropping concluding that the poor 
soil quality does not have potential for productive agricultural cropping. It 
concludes that only low-intensity grazing can result.   

9.34 Suggesting that the agricultural potential of land can only be measured on 
soil quality is a myopic approach given that many agricultural enterprises 
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don’t rely on soil, they rely on land buffers from non-agricultural uses, 
particular weather conditions and rainfall patterns. Because the site can’t be 
used for cropping does not make it unproductive, it simply makes it unviable 
for cropping. Objectors too have raised arguments suggesting that fertiliser 
application could bring the soil quality of the land to a level where it could 
be used for soil-based agricultural uses.  

9.35 It is therefore considered that the purposes of the Farming Zone are not 
met. Firstly, the proposal is non-agricultural and does not ‘provide for the 
use of land for agriculture’. Secondly, the proposal does not retain 
productive agricultural land irrespective of what argument one subscribes to 
when defining ‘productive’. And lastly, this non-agricultural use will prejudice 
the use of surrounding land for a range of agricultural pursuits regardless of 
whether they currently exist.  

9.36 This is further emphasised by objective 2 at clause 21.05-1 which is ‘to 
support the diversification of agriculture, the development of agro-forestry 
and the processing of agricultural products grown within the municipality’. 
The diversification of agriculture can only be supported where land is not 
locked away from agricultural production and where otherwise viable land 
is not compromised by non-agricultural uses.   

9.37 The Farming Zone decision guidelines outline that environmental matters 
must also be considered including the impacts of the use and development 
on the flora and fauna on the site and its surrounds. The application material 
has not identified or provided any assessment in relation to impacts on flora 
and fauna on the site and the surrounds. 

Traffic, Parking and Road Safety 

9.38 The applicant has not tendered a traffic impact assessment with their 
application and relied on there being sufficient onsite space for parking of 
vehicles.   

9.39 There is effectively no information provided to Council officers to elicit a 
proper assessment of traffic, car parking and road safety. 

9.40 Sections 6.4 to 6.8 of this report explore the car parking provisions of the 
Planning Scheme and it is noted that there has been no empirical 
assessment made of car parking demand in association with the use.  

9.41 The Permit Applicant has not sought to illustrate a proposed car parking 
layout other than to say there is a hardstand area set aside for the purposes 
of car parking. The Application says this area is also set aside for unloading 
drift cars from trailers or transportation vehicles with no information about 
the size or design of expected transportation vehicles coming to the site, 
where they will park, how they will manoeuvre into designated spaces and 
ensure there is no conflict with other moving or stationary vehicles.  
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9.42 There has also been no attempt to justify that sufficient car parking has been 
allocated on the site to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. 
Furthermore, there is no ability to determine if the car parking needs of the 
site can be catered for within the area understood to be the ‘pit’. This area 
is not specifically highlighted or delineated for car parking and there is no 
understanding of how vehicles will both park in this area whilst other 
vehicles are being unloaded and presumably whilst drift vehicles are being 
interchanged. In one confined space, there appears to be too much car 
movement and not enough space.  

9.43 With up to 60 spectators coming to the site, vehicle access from the road to 
the track facility needs to be properly resolved to ensure safe and reliable 
movement of vehicles into and out of Broadford-Glenaroua Road, adequate 
sightlines can be achieved without the removal of significant roadside native 
vegetation and to ensure there is sufficient, safe turning space for the types 
of vehicles expected at the site, particularly in the presence of passing 
vehicles on a rural 100km/h road with a gravel shoulder.  

9.44 There are concerns raised by objectors that the increase in traffic volumes 
will unacceptably impact existing road infrastructure and road safety 
including wear and tear on local roads and the capacity of three single-lane 
bridges in the local road network to cater for increased traffic volumes. The 
application was referred to Council’s Asset Engineering team but there was 
no objection raised to the proposal. 

9.45 Matters of undesirable, criminal, anti-social or ‘hoon’ behaviour on local 
roads was also raised by objectors as a significant road safety issue. 
Unfortunately, Council has no control over how people drive or act under 
the law and, whilst it is accepted that the area may have inadequate policing, 
this matter can only be resolved by Victoria Police.    

Bushfire Considerations 

9.46 Clause 13.02-1S states that ‘this policy must be applied to all planning and 
decision making under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 relating to 
land that is within a bushfire prone area’. Whilst not within the Bushfire 
Management Overlay, the site is within a bushfire prone area.  

9.47 The clause outlines a range of strategies ranging from the protection of 
human life to bushfire hazard identification and areas of biodiversity 
conservation value none of which have been comprehensively addressed 
in the application.  

9.48 The application was referred to the Country Fire Authority who requested 
further information as summarised in section 5.1 of this report. The further 
information has not been forthcoming but Council officers acknowledge that 
a bushfire management plan and bushfire protection measures need to be 
properly formalised to address clause 13.02-1S and the requirements of the 
CFA. 
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Characterisation of Land Use 

9.49 A number of objections have queried whether the proposed characterisation 
of land use is accurately defined in accordance with the Mitchell Planning 
Scheme. 

9.50 Council has sought legal advice and  confirms the following (summarised 
and paraphrased): 

• It is a matter for the applicant to characterise the proposed use. Once 
this has occurred, it is for the responsible authority to determine if the 
characterised use is proven to be wrong. On review of the application 
material and the Mitchell Planning Scheme: 

(i) The applicant’s decision to apply for a ‘Restricted Recreation 
Facility’ as opposed to a ‘Motor Racing Track’ is reasonably 
informed and justified. 

(ii) It is reasonably appropriate for Council to assess the application 
on the basis of a ‘Restricted Recreation Facility’ as applied for by 
the applicant. 

• It is likely to be appropriate if any permit were to be granted that 
conditions be applied to the permit to ensure the use remains 
characterised as a ‘Restricted Recreation Facility.’ This would result in 
the use and visitors being restricted, and appropriately remain as a 
‘Restricted Recreation Facility’ 

• The application material does allude to a potential intention for the land 
use to stray from a ‘restricted recreation facility’ in the future however 
this is not what the applicant has applied for, and it is appropriate for 
Council to continue to assess, consider, condition and limit the use 
appropriately if a permit were to be granted 

9.51 As such, the matter of correctly characterising the land use is deemed as 
being resolved based on the legal planning advice received.  

‘Need’ and Net Community Benefit 

9.52 A number of objections have raised the argument of ‘need’ suggesting there 
is no local community need or any tangible economic benefits for the local 
community in having the drift training facility.  

9.53 The proposal will involve employment of a husband-and-wife team to 
operate the facility with no additional employment opportunities planned. 
The applicant states that ‘drifting is the fastest growing motorsport in the 
world right now’ and ‘Victoria unlike other states in Australia does not have 
a dedicated drift track’ making this proposal ‘the first and only purpose-built 
venue in Victoria’.  
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9.54 With the majority of people attending the facility anticipated to come from 
outside Mitchell Shire and employment opportunities being restricted to the 
owners of the facility, there does not appear to be many flow-on economic 
or community benefits from having the facility in Glenaroua.  

9.55 Having said that, the measure of ‘need’ in town planning terms needs to be 
properly understood. Not every land use or proposal will have direct or local 
benefit. In the VCAT case of Trustees of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in 
Australia v Melbourne CC [2008] VCAT 2388 (paragraph 34) the Tribunal 
stated: 

The issue of local need is one which has been the subject of 
consideration by this Tribunal over a long period of time. The Tribunal 
had consistently held that non-residential uses often serve a wider 
catchment than the immediate neighbourhood. The fulfillment of a 
local need test under the planning scheme does not require that every 
customer, patient or patron of that use, or a specified proportion of 
them, must reside within an area which could be defined as local.  

9.56 Whilst this case related to a childcare centre in a residential area, the same 
notions of ‘need’ still apply. It is not considered that ‘need’ for this facility in 
and of itself is a relevant planning consideration however the notion of ‘net 
community benefit’ is a somewhat separate consideration.  

9.57 Clause 71.02-1 states: 

The Planning Policy Framework seeks to ensure that the objectives of 
planning in Victoria (as set out in section 4 of the Act) are fostered 
through appropriate land use and development planning policies and 
practices that integrate relevant environmental, social and economic 
factors in the interests of net community benefit and sustainable 
development. 

9.58 In the VCAT case of Beretta’s Langwarrin Pty Ltd v Frankston CC (Red Dot) 
[2009] VCAT 74 which involved an application for an additional 16 electronic 
gaming machines in an existing gaming premises, the Tribunal said: 

The important point for our purposes is that pursuant to Clause 11, 
where a planning permit applicant puts forward its case as to the 
planning merits of a proposal, it must do more than demonstrate that 
the proposal will not cause any net planning detriment. Similarly, it is 
not enough for the applicant to demonstrate that the proposal will 
maintain a “break even” situation in terms of its net community 
impacts. Rather, it is clear under Clause 11 that an applicant must 
demonstrate that the proposal will go beyond “break even” to create 
a net community benefit i.e. a positive planning outcome. If one was 
using an old-fashioned set of scales to balance on one side the 
potential negative impacts of the proposal and on the other side the 
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potential positive impacts, the proposal must tip the scales at least 
1% towards a positive net community benefit. 

9.59 Given the number of unresolved matters forming part of this application, the 
prospect of an unsightly design response and a litany of amenity impacts, it 
is difficult to arrive at the position that this proposal ‘tips the scales’ towards 
positive net community benefit.  

Clause 21.09 - Tourism 

9.60 Clause 21.09 (Tourism) states that it is an objective of the Planning Scheme 
to ‘facilitate Mitchell becoming a recognised tourist destination’. Strategies 
underpinning this objective include to ‘support and develop the tourism 
industry’ and ‘encourage new uses that promote or assist local tourist 
attractions and visitation’.  

9.61 Clause 21.11 (Local Areas) identifies the Broadford Structure Plan in the 
Planning Scheme and recognises the role Broadford plays as a major 
township in the Mitchell Shire highlighting the town as home of the State 
Motorcycle Sports Complex. 

9.62 Neither the State or Local Planning Policy Frameworks expressly 
encourage the location of tourist facilities in purpose-designed recreational 
or tourism precincts however one of the strategies under clause 17.04-1R 
is to ‘support large commercial tourism uses in urban locations or rural areas 
of lower agricultural value and away from areas identified as strategic 
agricultural land’ whilst one of the strategies under clause 17.04-2S is to 
‘ensure development is of an appropriate scale, use and intensity relative to 
its location and minimises impacts on the surrounding natural, visual, 
environmental and coastal character’.  

9.63 Whilst planning policy direction certainly encourages and welcomes tourism 
opportunities in Mitchell Shire, it should be well located having regard to the 
character of the area and, for reasons previously explained, the proposal 
represents an inappropriate and unresolved design response to the visual 
and landscape character of the area, has the potential to disturb existing 
wildlife corridors and removes viable agricultural land from agricultural 
production whilst compromising the use of surrounding land for a range of 
agricultural enterprises.  

Draft Rural Land and Activities Review 2021 

9.64 Objectors have highlighted that the Council’s Rural Land and Activities 
Review 2021 should be considered as part of the application. Objectors 
argue that the proposal is not consistent with the Review and should be 
refused on this basis. 

9.65 In response to this matter, the subject site falls within ‘Policy Area 2’. The 
Statement of Intent for this Area is: 
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• To support and encourage a diverse mix of agriculture that will include 
small scale niche and innovative operations, farming as a supplementary 
income, and equine related uses.  

• To support the expansion of commercial scale agriculture where it is 
possible.  

• To manage the threats posed by increasing bushfire risk as a result of 
climate change, particularly for land closest to State Parks. 

• To support the active use of the land for carbon storage, native 
vegetation offsets and timber production and ensure appropriate 
infrastructure is provided.  

• To support a more lenient approach to the approval of dwellings but still 
require an established link with a legitimate farming operation or 
environmental improvement of the land. 

• To recognise the high scenic values of land surrounding the National 
and State Parks within the eastern precincts. 

• To support tourism related land uses particularly in locations closest to 
natural assets such as Regional, State and National Parks.  

9.66 The Draft Rural Land and Activities Review 2021 is neither: 

a) Adopted by Council; 

b) Under consideration as part of a Planning Scheme Amendment; or 

c) Incorporated into the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

9.67 In the event that the proposal was adopted by Council, Section 60 of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987 gives shallow legal weight to the 
Review however it first needs to form part of a formal planning scheme 
amendment which has progressed beyond consideration by Planning 
Panels Victoria before being considered a seriously entertained planning 
proposal under VCAT case law.  

Reduction in land values 

9.68 This matter is not a town planning consideration and many VCAT cases 
have confirmed this. For example, in the case of Skunca v Mornington 
Peninsula SC [2004] VCAT 1690 the Tribunal stated at paragraph 10: 

If adjoining land is devalued because of detriment to its amenity, it is 
the detriment to the amenity that is considered in relation to town 
planning, not the resulting devaluation (in relation to which there is 
seldom, if ever, any evidence in any event). 
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Extent of Public Advertising 

9.69 Objectors have raised that they were not aware of the proposal until well 
into the public advertising process or did not receive written notice of the 
proposal.  

9.70 Section 52(1)(a) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 requires, as a 
minimum, that physically abutting property owners are given notice of the 
application.  

9.71 Beyond this, section 52(1)(d) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 
gives Council officers the discretion to notify ‘affected persons’. This is not 
to suggest that anyone who didn’t receive a public notice is not materially 
affected in some way by the proposal, however Council officers have had to 
make a decision about how extensively to notify the application.  

9.72 The map below shows the properties labelled in yellow generally within 1.5 
kilometres of the site that were notified by direct mailout.   

 
Figure 3. Advertising Map 
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9.73 Further, notification signage was placed correctly on the site in accordance 
with the Act and Council’s Advertising Planning Application Guide 2020. 

9.74 The application material was also located on the Mitchell Shire Council 
website in accordance with Council’s Advertising of Planning Applications 
Policy 2020.  

 

10. Conclusion 

10.1 The proposal is not considered to represent an appropriate use of land or 
appropriate design response to the rural landscape character of the area. 
The noise and visual amenity impacts generated by the proposal along with 
the loss of productive agricultural land along with the significant number of 
matters that are unresolved as part of the application do not warrant support 
of the application.    
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10.5 PLANNING PERMIT APPLICATION PLP290/20 FOR MULTI-LOT 
SUBDIVISION AT 230 MILL ROAD, KILMORE 

Author: Fawaaz Price - Statutory Planner  
File No: PLP290/20 
Attachments: 1. Grounds for Refusal   

2. Planning Policy Framework   
3. Proposed Plan of Subdivision       

 

 
Property No.: 106168 
Title Details: Lot 1 on Title plan 841198V (formerly known 

as part of Crown Allotment 67 Parish of 
Bylands) (Vol. 09985 Fol. 595); Lot 1 on Title 
Plan 81199T (formerly known as part of 
Crown Allotment 67 Parish of Bylands) (Vol. 
09985 Fol. 594); Lot 1 on Title Plan 855950N 
(Vol. 10086 Fol. 728);  Lot and 2 on Title 
Plan 849181V (formerly known as part of 
Crown Allotment 67, part of Portion 75 Parish 
of Bylands) (Vol. 02332 Fol. 308) and Lot 1 
on Title Plan 841196A (formerly known as 
part of Crown Allotment 75 Parish of 
Bylands) (Vol. 09985 Fol. 596) 

Applicant: Mr T & Mrs R Exell C/- Mahdlo Property 
Advisory 

Zoning: Farming Zone 
Overlays: Nil 
Objections Received: None, at the time of writing this report. 
Cultural Heritage Management 
Plan Required: 

Yes, the subject site is impacted an area of 
aboriginal cultural heritage sensitivity, 
however, a CHMP has not been required as 
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2018 does not 
identify a 3-lot subdivision as high impact 
activity. 

Summary Recommendation Refusal to Grant a Planning Permit. 
Reason Reported to Council Officers do not have delegation to refuse a 

planning permit application. 
Officer Declaration of Conflict of 
Interest: 

No officers involved in the preparation of this 
report have any direct or indirect interest in 
this matter. 
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1. Site Map 
 

Image 1. Subject site outlined in red (Source: Near Map GIS 2021) 
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Image 2. Subject site outlined in blue and surrounding context (Source: Near Map GIS 2021) 

2. Application History 

2.1 The Application was lodged in November 2020. 

2.2 A Preliminary Assessment resulted in further information being requested, 
which was requested in December 2020. The applicant responded in full in 
May 2021.  

2.3 The application proceeded to notification in June 2021. No objections were 
received. 

2.4 The application proceeded to the August 2021 Council meeting; however a 
decision was not made at this meeting.  This report is being brought back 
before Council as the matter was not finalised at the August 2021 Council 
meeting.  

3. Summary 

3.1 Council received an application for a planning permit to allow for a 
subdivision at 230 Mill Road, Kilmore. 
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3.2 The existing site is made up of six (6) individual titles as shown in the Image 
1. 

3.3 Permission is being sought to subdivide the subject site into three separate 
lots. With the following lot sizes proposed for each lot: 

• Lot 1 – 8.83ha 

• Lot 2 – 1.57ha 

• Lot 3 – 0.96ha  

3.4 The site is within the Farming Zone and is not affected by any overlays 
within the Mitchell Planning Scheme. 

3.5 The application was advertised to the adjoining landowners and occupiers. 
To date no objections have been received. 

3.6 The officer recommendation is to refuse to grant a planning permit for the 
following summarised reasons: 

• The proposal is not consistent with the purpose and decision 
guidelines of Clause 35.07 Farming Zone. 

• The proposal is not consistent with the objective and strategies of the 
Planning Policy Framework including Clause 14.01-1S, Clause 21.05-
1, Clause 21.11-3 and Kilmore Structure Plan – Urban Framework 1.1 
and Urban Framework 1.2 as the proposal will result in fragmentation 
of land and create additional housing opportunities within Farm Zone 
land beyond Kilmore’s residential settlement boundary.  

RECOMMENDATION 
THAT Council having complied with the relevant Sections of the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987, resolve to issue a Refusal to Grant a Planning Permit in respect 
of Application No. PLP290/20 for Multi-lot subdivision at Lot 1 on Title plan 841198V 
(formerly known as part of Crown Allotment 67 Parish of Bylands) (Vol. 09985 Fol. 
595); Lot 1 on Title Plan 81199T (formerly known as part of Crown Allotment 67 Parish 
of Bylands) (Vol. 09985 Fol. 594); Lot 1 on Title Plan 855950N (Vol. 10086 Fol. 728);  
Lot and 2 on Title Plan 849181V (formerly known as part of Crown Allotment 67, part 
of Portion 75 Parish of Bylands) (Vol. 02332 Fol. 308) and Lot 1 on Title Plan 841196A 
(formerly known as part of Crown Allotment 75 Parish of Bylands) (Vol. 09985 Fol. 
596), known as  230 Mill Road, Kilmore, subject to the conditions outlined below and 
in Attachment 1 and below: 
1. The proposal does not meet the relevant objectives and strategies of clause: 

a) Clause 11.01-1S – Settlement 
b) Clause 11.02-2S – Structure Planning 
c) Clause 11.03-1S – Floodplain management 
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d) Clause 11.03-3S – Peri-urban area 
e) Clause 12.01-1S – Protection of biodiversity 
f) Clause 14.01-1R – Protection of agricultural land 
g) Clause 15.01-6S – Design for rural areas 
h) Clause 21.04-2 - Floodplains 
i) Clause 21.05-1 - Agriculture 
j) Clause 21.11-3 Kilmore 

2. The proposal does is inconsistent with the purpose and decision guidelines of 
Clause 35.07 (Farming Zone) of the Mitchell Planning Scheme.  

3. The proposal is not consistent with the Kilmore Structure Plan.  
4. The proposal is not consistent with the decision guidelines of Clause 65.02 – 

Approval of An Application to Subdivide Land.  
 

Assessment 
 

4. Site and surrounds 

4.1 The subject site is located at 230 Mill Road, Kilmore and is legally made up 
of 6 separate titles. This includes the following: -  

• Lot 1 on Title plan 841198V (formerly known as part of Crown 
Allotment 67 Parish of Bylands) (Vol. 09985 Fol. 595);  

• Lot 1 on Title Plan 81199T (formerly known as part of Crown Allotment 
67 Parish of Bylands) (Vol. 09985 Fol. 594);  

• Lot 1 on Title Plan 855950N (Vol. 10086 Fol. 728);  

• Lot 1 Title Plan 849181V (formerly known as part of Crown Allotment 
67, part of Portion 75 Parish of Bylands) (Vol. 02332 Fol. 308) 

• Lot 2 on Title Plan 849181V (formerly known as part of Crown 
Allotment 67, part of Portion 75 Parish of Bylands) (Vol. 02332 Fol. 
308) and  

• Lot 1 on Title Plan 841196A (formerly known as part of Crown 
Allotment 75 Parish of Bylands) (Vol. 09985 Fol. 596). 

4.2 The subject site is irregular in shape, includes a lot depth of 350m to the 
boundary to the south and has a total lot area 10.29ha.  

4.3 The topography of the land is described as generally flat with a slight slope 
favouring the north-east sector of the property. 
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4.4 The land includes a large drainage basin located centrally on the property. 
This waterbody is contributory water flow path associated with Kilmore 
Creek. 

4.5 The land includes clusters of significant vegetation that is found in a 
sporadic pattern. Concentrated amounts are found located on the boundary 
toward the south and west, and a further amount found nearby a low-lying 
gully on the north-east portion of the site. 

4.6 The land includes an existing accessway to Mill Road, this access is 
provided to an existing dwelling that is found on the north west end of the 
property. The dwelling includes ancillary works such as an outbuilding, 
swimming pool, rainwater tanks and landscaping. 

4.7 There is no evident formal agricultural activity on the land, and it appears 
that the predominant use of the land is for residential purposes. External 
site inspections have not identified any agricultural or farming use and 
historic aerial imagery does not note any particular crops, animals or 
associated infrastructure etc.  

4.8 Built formations are sited approximately 200m from the front boundary and 
approximately 30m from a shared boundary to the west. 

Planning Background 

4.9 Previous planning permits have been issued to the site which includes the 
following: 

• PLA303918/04 was issued 13 August 2004 for ‘Re-subdivision and 
consolidation’. This permit has expired. 

• PLP342/16 was issued 19 December 2016 for ‘Two lot subdivision 
(resubdivision). 

This planning permit was initially lodged as a 3-lot subdivision. The 
planning officer at the time advised the applicant that they were not 
willing to support the 3-lot subdivision and subsequently the applicant 
amended the application to be a two-lot subdivision. 

This planning permit is currently active and will expire if one of the 
following circumstances applies: 

a) The plan of subdivision is not certified by 31 October 2022; or 

b) The registration of the relevant stage of subdivision is not 
completed within five years from the date of certification of the plan 
of subdivision. 
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Title/Restrictions/Agreements 

4.10 The site is not encumbered by any covenants or agreements nor do any 
easements traverse through the property. 

Surrounding Area 

4.11 The surrounding land is similarly zoned – Farming Zone. However, some 
lots within the immediate surrounds are limited in size, therefore, they do 
not operate any common agricultural activity. This statement includes the 
adjoining properties sited to the east and south.  

4.12 Lots that have been developed include dwellings each provide a setback 
from Mill Road greater than 100m. Further, these lots have been developed 
to include associated outbuildings. 

4.13 Lots within the area vary in size and shape, with a size range between 1.2ha 
(250 Mill Road) and 65ha (190 Mill Road). 

4.14 Other lots within the Farming Zone are currently utilized for the purpose of 
grazing animals. 

4.15 The subject site is approximately 4.5km south of Kilmore town centre.  

4.16 The nearest low-density residential zone is situated 700m to the north on 
the opposite side of Gehreys Lane. This Low-density Residential Zone is 
within the Kilmore Settlement Boundary 

4.17 Lots within low-density residential area range in size from approximately 
0.4ha to 2ha. 

Image 1. Subject site outlined in red and the immediate adjoining properties. (Source: Vic Plan GIS 
2020) 
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5. Proposal 

5.1 The applicant proposes to consolidate the six separate titles and is seeking 
planning permission to re-subdivide the consolidation to create three lots. 
The application material contains inconsistencies between the proposed lot 
sizes.  The proposed lots sizes detailed below have been confirmed with 
the permit applicant are the lot sizes sought. The following description is 
provided to each proposed lot: 

Lot 1: 

5.2 This lot will be an irregular shape, with area of 8.83ha and will include the 
existing dwelling and the large water body. The lot will use the existing 
access from Mill Road. 

Lot 2: 

5.3 This lot will be an irregular shape, located to the north-east, and have a total 
area of 1.57ha. The lot would be burdened by the creek separating the lot 
into two parts. This lot will share a common boundary with proposed Lot 1 
for approximately 250m on the west end of the site. 

Lot 3: 

5.4 This lot will be irregular in shape, located on the south east, and have a total 
area of 0.96ha. The site will share a common boundary with proposed Lot 
1 for approximately 220m on the west end of the site. 

5.5 Proposed Lot 2 and 3 will have access to Mill Road. 
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6. Referrals  

6.1 External 
The application was referred to the following authorities under Section 55 of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987 pursuant to Clause 66 of the Scheme. 
 
Authority 
 

 
Response 

Goulburn Broken 
Catchment 
Management 
Authority  

The application was referred to Goulburn Broken 
Catchment Management Authority who provided 
consent to the proposal subject to conditions being 
included on the permit.   

6.2 Internal 

The application was discussed with council’s Strategic Unit, Subdivision and 
Major Development Unit and Environment Health. The following comments 
were provided by our Strategic Planning Unit: 

• The principle of the subdivision to reduce the amount of lots within the 
Farming Zone is supported. However, the envisaged subdivision of 
low-density style subdivision and future proliferation of dwellings within 
the zone is not supported by the relevant planning policy framework. 

Image 2. Proposed subdivision layout plan (Source: Application Material) 
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7. Planning Policy Assessment 

Zoning 

Farming Zone 

7.1 The site is affected by the Farming Zone; a planning permit is required 
to subdivide land. Each lot must be at least 40 hectares. 

7.2 A permit may be granted to create smaller lots if any of the following apply:  

• The subdivision is to create a lot for an existing dwelling. The 
subdivision must be a two-lot subdivision.  

• The subdivision is the re-subdivision of existing lots and the number 
of lots is not increased.  

• The subdivision is by a public authority or utility service provider to 
create a lot for a utility installation 

This proposal is seeking to exercise the opportunity to re-subdivide the 
existing lots and the number of lots will not be increased. Therefore, the 
40ha requirement does not need to be met. 

Overlays 

7.3 The subject site is not impacted by any overlays within the Mitchell 
Planning Scheme. 
 

Particular Provisions 

7.4 There are no particular provisions that apply to the proposed development. 

Planning Policy Framework (PPF) and Local Planning Policy Framework 
(LPPF)  

7.5 There are a number of policies of the PPF and LPPF relevant to the 
consideration of this application. A full list of the applicable policies 
considered in the assessment are included as an attachment to this report. 

Other Relevant Documents 

Kilmore Structure Plan (August 2016)  

7.6 The Kilmore Structure Plan August 2016 was implemented into the Mitchell 
Planning Scheme under Planning Scheme Amendment C123.  

7.7 The objective of this document is to facilitate the orderly planning of the 
Kilmore township. 
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8. Public Notification  

8.1 The application was advertised in accordance with Section 52 of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987 by sending letters to adjoining and 
nearby properties and landowners.  

8.2 Following public notification, no objections were received to the proposed 
subdivision. 

9. Discussion 

9.1 Having assessed the application against the relevant sections of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987, the Planning Policy Framework, the 
Municipal Strategic Statement, the Farming Zone and the general decision 
guidelines of Clause 65 advise that the application is identified as a refusal 
based upon the following provisions: 

Planning Policy Framework 

9.2 Clause 11.01-1S seeks to deliver sustainable growth and development 
through a network of settlements. Specifically, to “limit urban sprawl and 
direct growth into existing settlements.” This policy seeks to minimise 
inappropriate residential development in rural zones. Further, Clause 21.11-
3 aims to protect Kilmore precinct from urban sprawl by limiting rural 
residential development to be within the Kilmore settlement boundary. 

9.3 Similarly, Clause 11.03-3S aims to manage growth in peri-urban areas to 
protect their character by preventing dispersed settlement through the 
establishment of growth boundaries. Clause 21.07-2 reinforces the need to 
protect agricultural land and their assets from the constrains caused by 
inappropriate development or siting of dwellings. 

9.4 This proposal is inconsistent with the strategic objective of rural settlements 
within Mitchell Shire, as this subdivision is seeking to create two additional 
lots that are more suited to rural residential development within the 
settlement boundary. Supporting this proposal would have an impact to the 
preferred rural character and fragment land within the Farming Zone. 

9.5 Clause 14.01-1 provides measures to protect agricultural land from urban 
growth. Specifically, this policy provides clear considerations that must be 
addressed for subdivision within the Farming Zone this includes the 
following: 

In considering a proposal to use, subdivide or develop agricultural land, 
consider the: 

• Desirability and impacts of removing the land from primary production, 
given its agricultural productivity. 
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• Impacts on the continuation of primary production on adjacent land, 
with particular regard to land values and the viability of infrastructure 
for such production. 

• Compatibility between the proposed or likely development and the 
existing use of the surrounding land. 

• The potential impacts of land use and development on the spread of 
plant and animal pests from areas of known infestation into agricultural 
areas. 

• Land capability. 

9.6 Additionally, Clause 21.05-1 (Agriculture) provides an overview of the 
significance agricultural land and what contribution the industry provides to 
Mitchell Shire. The policy also provides a clear strategic statement 
associated with subdivision: 

Council’s strategic position is that fragmentation of productive 
agricultural land by subdivision is to be avoided to ensure that the 
productive capacity of the land is maintained 

9.7 This policy also includes a range of strategies to protect and enhance rural 
areas within Mitchell Shire.  Specifically, the following strategies are of 
importance in this instance: 

• Protect farming and other agricultural practices from the 
encroachment of urban growth. 

• Discourage the development of rural living style development within 
established agricultural areas. 

• Retain productive land for agricultural purposes. 

9.8 Considering the existing limitations of the land it is not considered 
appropriate to support further fragmentation as the proposed outcome will 
lead to inappropriate construction. Further, no justification has been 
provided by the applicant to understand how the proposed subdivision will 
improve the agricultural productivity of the land.   

9.9 Further, supporting this proposed subdivision will lead to the speculation 
that the land may be suited for rural-residential development. The 
application material has mentioned building envelopes for the development 
of dwellings by the inclusion of building envelopes, however the use of the 
land for dwellings on the proposed lots have not been formally applied for 
and is not a consideration of the proposal.  

9.10 This would ultimately have an adverse impact on the agricultural capability, 
fragment farming land and inconsistent with Council strategic intent for 
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farming land and subdivision within this area. As such, the proposal is not 
consistent with the relevant State Planning and Local Planning Policy.  

Farming Zone 

9.11 The subject site is located within the Farming Zone. The purposes of the 
Farming Zone include: 

• To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy 
Framework.  

• To provide for the use of land for agriculture.  

• To encourage the retention of productive agricultural land.  

• To ensure that non-agricultural uses, including dwellings, do not 
adversely affect the use of land for agriculture.  

• To encourage the retention of employment and population to support 
rural communities.  

• To encourage use and development of land based on comprehensive 
and sustainable land management practices and infrastructure 
provision.  

• To provide for the use and development of land for the specific 
purposes identified in a schedule to this zone. 

9.12 The decision guidelines of the Farming Zone require the Responsible 
Authority to Consider the implications associated with an application to use 
or subdivide land against the following issues, as appropriate: 

 General Issues: 

• How the use or development relates to sustainable land management. 

• Whether the site is suitable for the use or development and whether 
the proposal is compatible with adjoining and nearby land uses. 

9.13 The proposed subdivision creates two additional lots that are nearby 
Kilmore Creek – a designated waterway. This area has been identified as 
flood prone land as stipulated in the Kilmore Flood Mapping and Intelligence 
Study – Final Report (2017). 
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Image 3. Subject site outlined in red overlapped with the latest flooding plan (POZI GIS 
2021) 
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9.14 It is not appropriate to support the proposed subdivision as any further 
intensification may reduce the function of the floodplain. 

9.15 Each proposed lot will be constrained by the Kilmore Creek and any 
buildings or works on either lot may have an adverse impact to the health 
of the waterway. Consideration must be given to the protection of the 
waterway and the potential hazards that can arise due to wastes or 
pollutants. This is not considered an improvement to agricultural land. 

9.16 State and Local policy identifies the preservation of agricultural land is an 
important factor toward sustainability. Subdivision of agricultural land should 
be discouraged unless it can be demonstrated that it will facilitate and 
provide improved flexibility for continued agricultural production. 

9.17 Further, the proposed boundary realignment is not seeking to make minor 
adjustment neither is the proposal seeking to support productive agricultural 
outcomes. It is under this precedence that this proposal is not considered 
suitable or compatible with adjoining and nearby land uses. 

 Agricultural issues and the impacts from non-agricultural uses 

• Whether the use or development will support and enhance agricultural 
production 

• Whether the use or development will support and enhance agricultural 
production 

• The capacity of the site to sustain the agricultural use. 

9.18 The application has stated that due to the site constraints associated with 
the waterway the sites agricultural potential is limited and gives rise to the 
opportunity to provide additional housing to support employment and 
population for agriculture. 

9.19 This statement is contrary to both State and Local Planning Policy that 
seeks to limit any urban expansion within flood prone areas to assist in the 
protection of natural flood storage function of floodplains and waterways. 

9.20 The proposed siting of each newly created lot will be sited within the 
floodplain; therefore, each lot will not have the capacity to sustain any 
common agricultural activity. Based on the above, the proposed subdivision 
is considered a non-agricultural use that will not support or enhance 
agricultural production. 
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Kilmore Structure Plan 

9.21 Kilmore Structure Plan (2016) provides clear guidance toward the strategic 
development for the town. The strategy identifies sites which can provide 
infill development and where subdivision is to occur. 

9.22 The adopted strategy aims to deliver infill on the basis of net community 
benefit to ensure that growth is well planned and makes a positive 
contribution to the town as a whole. 

9.23 This objective will be delivered by ensuring that any infill development is 
located within the settlement boundary. Stating “without the influence of a 
strong settlement boundary… development could continue to spread further 
disconnecting the emerging communities from the town centre and placing 
pressure on productive farm land and other values on the outskirts of 
Kilmore.” (page 24). 
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Image 6. Kilmore Settlement Boundary outlined in red and the subject site approximate location 
denoted as a star (Source: Kilmore Structure Plan 2016) 

9.24 As the subject site is not sited within the settlement boundary little 
consideration has been given toward the future design outcomes within the 
rural area. However, clear direction has been given toward the long-term 
boundary for Kilmore (page 31) that includes the following strategies: 

• Avoid residential development including rural living and low density-
style subdivision outside of the clearly defined Kilmore and Kilmore 
East settlement boundary as depicted in Figure 8 and as set out in the 
more detailed boundary guidance provided in Chapter 4; and 
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• Discourage residential development outside of the defined Kilmore 
and Kilmore East settlement boundary. 

9.25 Based on the above, the proposal is not supported as it the subdivision is 
outside of the settlement boundary and will create a low density/rural living 
subdivision which is inconsistent with the direction of the Kilmore Structure 
Plan.  

10. Conclusion 

10.1 The proposed multi-lot subdivision is considered contrary to the orderly 
planning of the Kilmore Township. Further fragmentation of rural land 
outside of the settlement boundary will reduce the communities supply of 
agricultural land, inconsistent with the Kilmore Structure Plan and potentially 
lead to a proliferation of dwellings. 

10.2 Further the proposed subdivision will place increase pressure on the 
surrounding biodiversity and water supply and likely limit the expansion and 
operation of nearby agricultural activity. 
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10.6 VICTORIAN CIVIL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL HEARINGS AND 
ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT UNDER DELEGATION 

Author: Ricardo Ramos - Manager Development Approvals  
File No: CL/04/004 
Attachments: Nil     
 

1. Purpose 

1.1 The following is a summary of planning activity before the Victorian Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) as well as a list of decisions on planning 
permit applications dealt with under delegated powers for the period 
detailed. 

2. Key Matters 

Upcoming appeals 

2.1 The following is an update of the upcoming VCAT appeals.  
APPEAL 
DATE 

REFERENCE 
NOS. 

ADDRESS PROPOSAL  APPEAL 
AGAINST 

22 & 24 
March 
2022  

VCAT – 
P1542/2019 
Council – 
TP93/100 

Hillview 
Drive, 
Broadford 

Subdivision of the 
land into 25 lots 
and the removal 
of native 
vegetation 

Appeal against 
Council’s refusal 
to extend the 
completion date 
of the permit 

6 August 
2021 

VCAT –
P1055/220 
Council – 
PLP121/20 

(540) 74 
Davidson 
Street 
Broadford 

Multi lot 
subdivision and 
removal of 
vegetation  

Failure to 
determine 
 
Waiting on 
decision from 
VCAT 

30 August 
2021 

VCAT –
1888/2020 
Council 
PLP055/20 

111 
Northern 
Highway, 
Kilmore 

Construction of a 
major promotion 
sign  

Appeal against 
Council’s refusal 
to grant a 
planning permit 
 

1 
November 
2021 

VCAT –
P447/2021 
Council 
P306552/11.0
2 

22 
Dempsey 
Road, 
Seymour 

Amendment to 
existing permit for 
a restricted place 
of assembly 

Objector appeal 
against Council’s 
approval of an 
amendment to a 
planning permit 

15 thru 18 
November 
2021 

VCAT – 
P832/2021 
Council –
PLP217/19 
 

61 Minton 
Street, 
Beveridge 

Use and 
development of 
the land for 
industry (concrete 
batching plant) 
and reduction in 

Appeal against 
Council's refusal 
to grant a 
planning permit 
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bicycle parking 
requirements 

31 January 
2022 

VCAT – 
P11037/2021 
Council – 
PLP069/20 

158 King 
Street,  
Wallan 

Multi-lot 
subdivision 

Failure to 
determine 
 

4 February 
2022 
 

VCAT – 
P11075 
Council – 
PLP100/20 

106 
Wellington 
Street, 
Wallan 

Development of 
the land for two 
dwellings  

Failure to 
determine 

4 February 
2022 
 

VCAT – 
P11256/2021 
Council – 
PLP273/20 

27 
Sutherland 
Street 
Broadford  

Development of 
the land for 
multiple dwellings  
 

Appeal against 
Council's refusal 
to grant a 
planning permit 

21 & 22 
March 
2022 
 

VCAT – 
P11075 
Council –  
PL6067/06.01 

210 
Tallarook 
Pyalong 
Road, 
Tallarook  
 

Use of the land 
for a place of 
assembly (Music 
festival)  
 

Appeal against 
Council’s 
approval of an 
amendment to a 
planning permit 
 

VCAT decisions since last report 

        160 Scotts Road, Tallarook (P307127/12) - Use of the land for camping and use 
of existing buildings for a host farm and function centre 

2.2 Council refused amended planning permit application P307127/12, for the 
use of the land for camping and use of existing buildings for a host farm and 
function centre at 160 Scotts Road, Tallarook, Wallan at the 18 November 
2019 Ordinary Council Meeting.   

2.3 An appeal against Council’s refusal was lodged on 10 February 2020 with 
the hearing schedule for 19 & 20 August 2021. The application was 
withdrawn from VCAT on 20 August 2021. No detail was provided in the 
order to the withdrawal of the VCAT hearing.  

3. Activities Carried out Under Delegation 

3.1 A list of planning permit applications dealt with under delegated powers for 
the month of August 2021 is included below. 

Permit No. Address Description of Permit Decision Date 
Approved 

South Ward  

PLP136/21 6 William Street 
WALLAN Three lot subdivision Planning 

Permit 9/08/2021 

PLP121/21 7 Lewis Street 
BEVERIDGE Staged Multi-lot subdivision Planning 

Permit 10/08/2021 
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Permit No. Address Description of Permit Decision Date 
Approved 

PLP156/21 21 The Heights 
WALLAN 

Development of the land for an 
outbuilding 

Planning 
Permit 18/08/2021 

PLP012/19 
88-94 High 
Street  
WALLAN 

Buildings and works for the 
construction of an extension to 
an existing hotel, reduction in 
car parking requirements, 
increase in licensed area and 
patron numbers 

Amended 
Permit 31/08/2021 

Central Ward 

PLP294/20 
54 Powlett 
Street 
KILMORE 

Development of the land for two 
dwellings 

Planning 
Permit 2/08/2021 

PLP127/21 
15 Glanville 
Drive  
KILMORE 

Development of the land for a 
warehouse 

Planning 
Permit 2/08/2021 

PLP101/21 8 Morris Court 
KILMORE 

Development of the land for an 
extension to an existing 
outbuilding 

Planning 
Permit 2/08/2021 

PLP129/21 

570 South 
Mountain Road 
UPPER 
PLENTY 

Development of the land for an 
agricultural building 

Planning 
Permit 2/08/2021 

PLP078/19 
40 Macsfield 
Road  
WALLAN  

Staged multi-lot subdivision Planning 
Permit 5/08/2021 

PLP045/21 
17 Freeway 
Drive  
WALLAN   

Use and development of the 
land for a concrete batching 
plant and garden supplies 

Planning 
Permit 5/08/2021 

PLP238/21 

1075 Wallan 
Whittlesea 
Road  
UPPER 
PLENTY 

Development of the land for an 
outbuilding 

VicSmart 
Planning 
Permit 

6/08/2021 

PLP242/21 
205 Diggings 
Road 
WILLOWMAVIN 

Development of the land for an 
agricultural building 

VicSmart 
Planning 
Permit 

6/08/2021 

PLP083/21 

20-24 
Commercial 
Drive 
WALLAN 

Development of the land for 
multiple warehouses 

Planning 
Permit 9/08/2021 

PLP337/19.01 
5 Sir Leo Curtis 
Drive 
WANDONG 

Use and development of the 
land for a dwelling, outbuilding 
and native vegetation removal 

Amended 
Planning 
Permit 

9/08/2021 

PLP027/20 
36 Foxtail 
Circuit 
WALLAN   

Development of the land for a 
single dwelling Land Subject to 
Inundation Overlay 

Planning 
Permit 10/08/2021 

PLP278/20 1 Murray Street 
KILMORE 

Development of the land for 
multiple dwellings 

Notice of 
Decision 11/08/2021 
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Permit No. Address Description of Permit Decision Date 
Approved 

PLP162/21 
30 Sir Leo 
Curtis 
WANDONG 

Use and Development of the 
land for a dwelling and 
outbuilding 

Planning 
Permit 13/08/2021 

PLP249/21 
5 Stokes Track 
UPPER 
PLENTY 

Development of the land for an 
agricultural building 

VicSmart 
Planning 
Permit 

13/08/2021 

PLP169/21 42 Ram Circuit 
WALLAN   

Development of the land for a 
dwelling within the Land Subject 
to Inundation Overlay 

Planning 
Permit 19/08/2021 

PLP208/21 3 Stag Place 
WALLAN   

Development of the land for a 
single dwelling within the Land 
Subject to Inundation Overlay 

Planning 
Permit 19/08/2021 

PLP163/21 3 Lowell Court 
KILMORE 

Development of the land for an 
outbuilding. 

Planning 
Permit 23/08/2021 

PLP177/21 
11 Bindley 
Court 
KILMORE 

Two lot subdivision Planning 
Permit 25/08/2021 

PLP222/20 38-50 Mill Road 
KILMORE 

Multi-lot Subdivision, removal of 
native vegetation and creation of 
reserve 

Notice of 
Decision 31/08/2021 

North Ward 
PLP174/21 98 High Street 

SEYMOUR 
Development of the land for a 
dwelling extension 

Planning 
Permit 30/07/2021 

PLP222/21 20 Elliotts Road 
BROADFORD 

Use and development of the 
land for an outbuilding 

VicSmart 
Planning 
Permit 

4/08/2021 

PLP233/21 

825 Broadford 
Glenaroua 
Road 
GLENAROUA 

Development of the land for an 
agricultural building 

VicSmart 
Planning 
Permit 

6/08/2021 

PLP008/21 
125 Highlands 
Road 
SEYMOUR 

Two lot Subdivision Planning 
Permit 6/08/2021 

PLP306/20 
1297 Broadford 
Wandong Road 
BROADFORD 

Use and development of the 
land for a dwelling 

Planning 
Permit 6/08/2021 

PLP088/21 

690 Kilmore 
Glenaroua 
Road 
GLENAROUA 

Development of the land for a 
dwelling. 

Planning 
Permit 9/08/2021 

PLP052/21 

6 Hammond 
Court  
SUNDAY 
CREEK 

Use and development of the 
land for a dwelling and 
outbuilding 

Planning 
Permit 11/08/2021 

PLP051/21 
149-151 High 
Street 
SEYMOUR 

Development of the land for a 
dwelling 

Planning 
Permit 13/08/2021 

PLP248/21 805 Upper 
Goulburn Road 

Development of land for an 
outbuilding 

VicSmart 
Planning 
Permit 

13/08/2021 
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Permit No. Address Description of Permit Decision Date 
Approved 

WHITEHEADS 
CREEK 

PLP165/21 3 Horace Court 
BROADFORD 

Development of the land for a 
second dwelling 

Planning 
Permit 17/08/2021 

PLP085/21 95 West Road 
PYALONG 

Development of the land for a 
single dwelling 

Planning 
Permit 20/08/2021 

PLP034/21 
195 Delatite 
Road 
SEYMOUR 

Use and Development of a 
Dwelling and Outbuilding 

Planning 
Permit 20/08/2021 

PLP151/21 
43 Davidson 
Street 
BROADFORD 

Two lot subdivision Planning 
Permit 20/08/2021 

P307018/12.05 
420 Strath 
Creek Road 
BROADFORD 

Use and development of a 
restricted recreation facility 
(outdoor pistol range) 

Refusal 23/08/2021 

PLP302/20 
420 Strath 
Creek Road 
BROADFORD 

Use of the land for the sale and 
consumption of liquor Refusal 23/08/2021 

PLP130/21 8 Powlett Street 
BROADFORD Two lot subdivision Planning 

Permit 24/08/2021 

PLP140/20 Hillview Drive 
BROADFORD 

Multi-lot subdivision and 
removal of native vegetation 

Notice of 
Decision 27/08/2021 

PLP152/20 Hillview Drive 
BROADFORD 

Multi-lot subdivision, creation of 
a reserve and removal of native 
vegetation 

Notice of 
Decision 27/08/2021 

PLP160/21 
14B Mentor 
Street 
SEYMOUR 

Development of the land for a 
dwelling 

Planning 
Permit 30/08/2021 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
THAT the information in the report be received and noted. 
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10.7 RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF MOTION 1004 - DECLARATION OF CLIMATE 
EMERGENCY 

Author: Narelle Liepa - Manager Environment and Sustainability  
File No: ET/01/001-03 
Attachments: 1. Summary of current actions to reduce Council's carbon 

footprint       
 

1. Purpose 

1.1 This report is in response to Notice of Motion 1004 – Climate Emergency 
Declaration made at the 17 May 2021 Ordinary Council meeting; “THAT 
Council in preparation for declaring a ‘Climate Emergency’ receive a report 
outlining the implications of declaring the emergency and what actions and 
approach could be taken in response to the declaration”. 

2. Background 

2.1 Council adopted the Mitchell Shire Council Environment Policy in March 
2020 which highlights Council’s commitment to “continuing to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and minimise the impact of climate change” and 
“continuing to respond to climatic changes and emergencies”. The 
Environment Policy also aspires to the vision that “Mitchell Shire Council is 
a leader in sustainable environmental management in all our business 
operations and in support of the wider community”. 

2.2 In February 2021 members from BEAM-Mitchell Environment Group 
presented to Council, advocating for Council to take further action on 
climate change, by declaring a Climate Emergency and developing a 
Climate Emergency Action Plan (CEAP).  The group also coordinated an 
online petition which has attracted over 1,400 signatures recommending 
that Mitchell Shire Council declare a Climate Emergency. The petition was 
not formally presented to Council. 

2.3 At the 17 May 2021 Ordinary Council meeting a Notice of Motion was 
passed “THAT Council in preparation for declaring a ‘Climate Emergency’ 
receive a report outlining the implications of declaring the emergency and 
what actions and approach could be taken in response to the declaration”. 

2.4 Following delivery of stage one of the Mitchell 2050 Project in April-May 
2021 six key themes emerged from the discussions with the community, 
one of these was Climate Action.  
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3. Key Matters 

3.1 Declaring a Climate Emergency is a public statement that demonstrates 
Council’s commitment to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions and 
supporting its communities, and future communities, to do the same. 

3.2 In declaring a Climate Emergency, Council would commit to embedding the 
impact of climate change into its decision making processes.  Specific 
actions that would be undertaken following a declaration would be outlined 
in a CEAP. 

3.3 Since 2016, more than 100 local governments across Australia, including 
34 Victorian councils, in addition to over 2,000 local governments across 
the world, have declared or acknowledged a Climate Emergency. 

Recommendation 
THAT Council:  
1. Acknowledges that we are in a Climate Emergency; 
2. Supports the development of a Climate Emergency Action Plan to support a 

Climate Emergency declaration; and 
3. Refers funding of $110,000 to the 2022/2023 Environment and Sustainability 

operational budget to fund the development of a Climate Emergency Action Plan 
including community and stakeholder engagement.  
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4. Financial, Resource and Asset Management Implications 

4.1 Following the declaration of a Climate Emergency there would be a 
requirement for a CEAP (including community and stakeholder 
engagement) to be developed to provide a framework for future action to 
support the declaration. The delivery of this work is unable to be achieved 
within the existing Environment and Sustainability department resources. 

4.2 Therefore, this report recommends Council approves an allocation of 
$110,000 for the 2022/2023 Environment and Sustainability department 
operational budget to fund: 

• the delivery of community consultation and stakeholder engagement 
(internal and external); and 

• the development of a CEAP. 

4.3 Actions identified in a CEAP will inform future budgets to ensure that Council 
invests in actions that seek to contribute to reaching net zero carbon 
emissions in an emergency timeframe. 

5. Consultation 

5.1 Community leaders from BEAM - Mitchell Environment Group presented to 
Council in February 2021, requesting urgent action on climate change and 
that Council declare a Climate Emergency.   

5.2 Following the delivery of stage one of the Mitchell 2050 Vision in April-May 
2021, Climate Action has been identified as one of the six (6) major themes 
by the community.   

5.3 The development of a CEAP will incorporate the development of a 
Communications and Stakeholder Engagement Plan that will include staff, 
the Mitchell Environment Advisory Committee, external stakeholders 
including the Municipal Emergency Management Planning Committee and 
the community. 

5.4 Officers have consulted with a number of Councils around Victoria 
(including City of Greater Shepparton, City of Greater Geelong, Strathbogie 
Shire Council and Moreland City Council) that have recently 
declared/acknowledged a Climate Emergency to ascertain the resources 
required to develop a CEAP and undertake community engagement and 
consultation activities. 

6. Sustainability Implications (Social and Environmental) 

6.1 Declaring a Climate Emergency will have significant environmental and 
sustainability benefits to Council, its communities, and the environment. It 
will enable a framework for key actions to be embedded in council and 
community activities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
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7. Policy and Legislative Implications 

7.1 In the Australian context the power to declare a formal state of emergency 
rests with state and federal governments. Consequently, Climate 
Emergency declarations by local governments in Australia are not a formal 
declaration in law but are a formal declaration in the form of a motion of 
council designed to:  

• Educate the public about the impacts of climate change through the act of 
an acknowledgement or declaration,  

• Force action by higher levels of government and highlight their limited 
action to avert a climate catastrophe, and  

• Provide the narrative framing for mitigation, resilience and advocacy action 
by local governments. 

7.2 Victorian Climate Change Act 2017 

The Climate Change Act 2017 does not impose any mandatory obligations 
on local government. However, through its strategic planning and 
transparency requirements, the Act contributes to a consistent and stable 
policy environment able to support innovation and action by local 
government. 

For the purposes of the Climate Change Act 2017, the long-term emissions 
reduction target for Victoria is an amount of net zero greenhouse gas 
emissions by the year 2050.  

The Climate Change Act 2017 contains provisions for local governments to 
submit a voluntary pledge outlining actions they are undertaking over the 
next five years that are expected to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.   

7.3 Local Government Act 2020  

The Local Government Act 2020 states that a “…Council must in the 
performance of its role give effect to the overarching governance principles; 
“…the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the municipal 
district, including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to be 
promoted…” 

7.4 Mitchell Shire Council Environment Policy 

In line with the Victorian Climate Change Act 2017, the Mitchell Shire 
Environment Policy mandates that Council will have Net Zero Emissions by 
2050. It also states that:  

• “Climate change risk mitigation is part of business as usual at Mitchell 
Shire Council”; 
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• “We will continue to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to minimise the 
impact of climate change”; and  

• “We will continue to respond to climatic change and emergencies”. 

7.5 Mitchell Shire Municipal Fire Management Plan 2020-2023  

The Mitchell Shire Municipal Fire Management Plan 2020-2023 recognises 
the impacts climate change has on increasing bushfire risk “…In southern 
Australia, fire weather has been becoming increasingly dangerous in the 
mid Century. This increase is likely to continue, including an increase in the 
number of fire days and the fire season becoming longer and beginning 
earlier”.  

7.6 Mitchell Shire Council Municipal Health and Wellbeing Plan 2017-2021  

Council’s Municipal Health and Wellbeing Plan Goal includes the following 
goal “Protect and enhance the natural environment for the use, wellbeing 
and enjoyment of current and future generations and reduce the impacts of 
climate change”. 

8. Alignment to Council Plan 

The declaration of a Climate Emergency is aligned to the following strategic 
objective of the 2017-2021 Mitchell Shire Council Plan:   

“To be responsible custodians, by managing and enhancing our 
environment, minimising the impacts of development, waste, natural 
disasters and climate change” and the following key strategy: 

 “Be prepared and proactive in responding to the effects of climate change 
on the community”. 

9. Conflict of Interest 

9.1 No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or 
indirect interest in this matter. 

10. Risk Implications 

 

Risk Risk 
Ranking Proposed Treatments Within Existing 

Resources? 
Reputation – By not 
declaring a Climate 
Emergency, Council 
could be seen as not 
adhering to the principles 
of its Environment Policy 

Medium 
 Council declares a Climate 

Emergency 
No 
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Risk Risk 
Ranking Proposed Treatments Within Existing 

Resources? 
or listening to community 
feedback 
Financial – effect on 
operating and capital 
budgets. 

Medium 
 The development and 

implementation of a Climate 
Emergency Action plan will 
require future budget 
allocations for resourcing 
and implementation. 
 

No 

Table 1. 

11. Discussion 

11.1 Climate Change 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released its latest 
assessment report on climate change science in August 2021. 
The report highlights “that it is unequivocal that human influence has 
warmed the atmosphere, ocean and land. Widespread and rapid changes 
in the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere and biosphere have occurred. 
  
Global surface temperature will continue to increase until at least the mid-
century under all emissions scenarios considered. Global warming of 1.5°C 
and 2°C will be exceeded during the 21st century unless deep reductions in 
carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gas emissions occur in the 
coming decades.  

Human-induced climate change is already affecting many weather and 
climate extremes in every region across the globe. Evidence of observed 
changes in extremes such as heatwaves, heavy precipitation, droughts, and 
tropical cyclones, and, in particular, their attribution to human influence, has 
strengthened since the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5).  

From a physical science perspective, limiting human-induced global 
warming to a specific level requires limiting cumulative CO2 emissions, 
reaching at least net zero CO2 emissions, along with strong reductions in 
other greenhouse gas emissions”.  

11.2 In the coming decades Australia will experience ongoing changes to its 
climate as a result of climate change including continued increases in air 
temperatures, more heat extremes and fewer cold extremes. There will also 
be a decrease in cool season rainfall across many parts of southern and 
eastern Australia, likely leading to more time in drought, yet more intense, 
short duration heavy rainfall events.  

11.3 Climate Emergency 

https://asn.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d91ad89428a2f650ad14b80d4&id=6003b4d7f0&e=408ba16d54
https://asn.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d91ad89428a2f650ad14b80d4&id=6003b4d7f0&e=408ba16d54
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11.4 Climate Emergency situation refers to changes to the world’s climate 
caused by human activity and the resulting loss of a safe climate, 
threatening all life on earth.  

11.5 Climate Emergency response refers to a specific approach undertaken to 
address climate change, which seeks to mobilise and take action at a scale 
and speed that will restore a safe climate, with the least possible loss and 
damage during the transition back to a safe climate. 

11.6 What actions and approach can be taken in response to the declaration?  

11.7  There are different ways and timeframes that a council can respond to a 
Climate Emergency declaration based on its capacity.  

11.8 The first step for a council's Climate Emergency response is a public 
acknowledgement of the Climate Emergency as a motion of Council. The 
motion generally has two parts:  

a. Acknowledge or declare the Climate Emergency – e.g. ‘Council 
recognises that we are in a state of climate emergency that requires 
urgent action by all levels of government, including by local 
councils’; and 

b. Demonstrate a commitment to act – i.e. development of a CEAP 

  Some Councils have declared a Climate Emergency and moved directly into 
emergency mode while others have nominated to acknowledge a climate 
emergency as their first step before developing a CEAP.   

11.9 Once a Climate Emergency is declared the development of a CEAP in 
consultation with staff and the community will provide a framework for future 
action. The CEAP should:  

• Set a target of net negative emissions for council and the community in 
an emergency timeframe using a science based approach;  

• Quantify what Council can do towards reaching the target (Council 
operational capacity);  

• Identify what the community can do towards reaching the target;  

• Identify what State and Federal governments will need to do for the 
target to be achieved and how they can support council.  

• Build the capacity of staff around Climate Emergency and help them 
understand the why and how; and  

• Communicate the Climate Emergency approach to the community and 
seek their support. 
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11.10 Should Council decide to declare a Climate Emergency the development 

of a CEAP would provide a foundation to build upon the actions that 
Council is already committed to undertaking over the next five years (see 
Attachment 1) to reduce its carbon footprint. 
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10.8 ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE DESIGN FOR COUNCIL BUILDINGS 
POLICY 

Author: Brendan Garrett - Sustainability Officer  
File No: ET/04/001-01 
Attachments: 1. Environmentally Sustainable Design for Council Buildings 

Policy   
2. Project Consultation and Submissions Summary - 

Environmentally Sustainable Design for Council Buildings 
Policy       

 

1. Purpose 

1.1 This report presents the Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD) for 
Council Buildings Policy (the Policy) and recommends that Council adopt 
this Policy. 

2. Background 

2.1 The Policy has been developed in response to the 2050 goal of the Mitchell 
Shire Council Environment Policy 2020 “All Council owned buildings and 
facilities are planned, designed, built or retrofitted to achieve the highest 
level of environmentally sustainable design”. 

2.2 The Policy seeks to provide guidance and minimum standards for ESD in 
Council buildings to avoid and minimise environmental impacts throughout 
their lifecycle. 

2.3 At the 19 July 2021 Council meeting, the draft policy was endorsed for public 
consultation. The consultation period has concluded, and the policy is being 
presented to Council for adoption.  

3. Key Matters 

3.1 The Policy applies to:  

• All new Council buildings, initiated by Council or developer led; and  

• All substantial renewals, renovations and upgrades to existing Council 
buildings and facilities. 

Recommendation 
THAT Council adopts the Environmentally Sustainable Design for Council Buildings 
Policy. 
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4. Financial, Resource and Asset Management Implications 

4.1 It is recognised that some best practice ESD measures can incur an 
additional upfront cost, however these are significantly outweighed by the 
benefits achieved over an asset’s lifecycle. Implementation of the Policy 
should result in a reduction in the ongoing operational costs associated with 
Council’s buildings and facilities. 

4.2 Research undertaken by the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) in 
2016 of ‘Green Star’ rated buildings revealed that Green Star projects can 
be delivered for less than 1% of the overall project budget. 

4.3 It is important that the ‘whole of life’ costs are considered at the design 
phase of a building. While there may be increased upfront costs to deliver 
some ESD standards, the whole of life operational costs for a facility 
including heating, cooling and maintenance will be reduced.   

4.4 If strict budget constraints are present, a simple low cost ESD approach 
may need to be taken. For example, reducing the complexity and size of 
Heating, Ventilation and Cooling (HVAC) systems and instead relying on 
natural ventilation and solar passive design with good insulation and 
orientation. 

4.5 In addition, many ESD features such as water efficient fittings, Light Emitting 
Diode (LED) lighting, construction waste recycling, and low Volatile Organic 
Compound (VOC) paints have no incremental cost to constructing a 
building. 

5. Consultation 

5.1 The Policy was presented to Council at the 19 July 2021 Ordinary Council 
meeting where Council endorsed that it be exhibited for public consultation 
from 20 July for a period of 28 days. 

5.2  The Policy was placed on public exhibition for the period 20 July to 18 
August 2021. In accordance with the Mitchell Shire Council Community 
Engagement Policy 2020, ‘Level 2 – Consult’ of the International 
Association for Public Participation (IAP2) spectrum was utilised for the 
consultation period. Consultation channels included: 

• An online survey via Engaging Mitchell; 

• Hard copy surveys were available at Council’s Customer Service 
Centres; 

• Social media posts; 

• Direct emails to identified stakeholders; 

• Article in Mitchell Shire ENews; 
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• Presentation to Mitchell Environment Advisory Group (MEAC); 

• Presentation to Mitchell Shire Youth Council; 

• Discussion at meeting with Mitchell Community Energy (MCE); and 

• Article in the North Central Review Newspaper. 

5.3 At the conclusion of the consultation period a total of seven (7) submissions 
were received. See Attachment 2: ‘Project Consultation and Submissions – 
ESD Policy’ for a summary of the results. 

5.4 The Policy has been built from and benchmarked against the best practice 
of other Victorian councils including Darebin City Council, Frankston City 
Council, Wyndham City Council, Moreland City Council, City of Casey, 
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council, Bass Coast Shire Council, Maroondah 
City Council, the City of Monash, Banyule City Council and the City of 
Melbourne. All of these councils have been forthcoming in sharing their 
knowledge and insights. 

5.5 Internal consultation with key staff from a number of council departments 
has been undertaken during the development of the Policy, these include: 
Capital Works, Leisure Services, Recreation and Open Space, Building 
Services, Contracts Management, Waste and Resource Recovery, 
Operations and Parks, Assets, Community Strengthening, Finance, 
Building Maintenance, Engineering and Major Projects, Community 
Development and Youth Services, Children’s Services, Emergency 
Management, Environment, and Life Stages. All comments and feedback 
have been considered and where appropriate incorporated into the Policy. 

5.6 Minor Policy Changes 

5.7 Following the public consultation process, minor alterations were made to 
the original draft Policy. These changes are summarised below: 

 Objectives 
• Added objective to conserve and contribute to no net loss of 

biodiversity around Council buildings; 
• Added to support active travel and zero emissions vehicle uptake; 
• Added to increase education of building users and the 

public in environmentally sustainable design; 
• Adjusted wording to include ‘circular economy’ in the waste 

avoidance objective, and; 
• Added consideration of ‘embodied energy’ in the construction of 

buildings 

 Procedural Flowchart 
• Sponsor & PM (Project Planning) – Changed criteria from “Projects 

of $6m ESD Consultant to be engaged” to “$2m”. Advice from other 
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Councils suggests the minimal additional costs of engaging an ESD 
consultant are more than worth the benefits, which also include 
upskilling architects, contractors and consultants. 

 Waste Targets 

• “Circular economy” wording has been added to the waste targets. 

6. Sustainability Implications (Social and Environmental) 

6.1 The Policy has been developed to provide guidance and minimum 
standards for ESD in Council buildings to avoid and minimise environmental 
impacts throughout a buildings lifecycle. 

6.2 The Policy seeks to ensure that future emissions from buildings, embodied 
greenhouse gas emissions in construction materials, and waste and energy 
used in their construction are reduced, and that sustainability is embedded 
into the earliest stages of project design. 

7. Policy and Legislative Implications 

7.1 The Local Government Act 2020 states that a “…Council must in the 
performance of its role give effect to the overarching governance principles; 
“…the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the municipal 
district, including mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is to be 
promoted…” 

7.2 The adoption and implementation of the Policy demonstrates Council’s 
commitment to the vision of the Mitchell Shire Council Environment Policy 
2020 that “Mitchell Shire Council is a leader in sustainable environmental 
management in all our business operations and in support of the wider 
community”. 

7.3 The Policy also assists Council in achieving the following 2050 goals of the 
Mitchell Shire Council Environment Policy: 

• Mitchell Shire Council to have Zero Net Emissions; 

• All Council owned buildings and facilities are planned, designed, built or 
retrofitted to achieve the highest level of environmentally sustainable 
design; 

• Environmentally Sustainable Design is a core principle for all new 
developments; and 

• Council's assets are planned and built to respond to the effects of a 
changing climate. 
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8. Alignment to Council Plan 

8.1 The adoption and implementation of the Policy aligns with the strategic 
objective of the Mitchell Shire Council Plan 2017-2021 “to be responsible 
custodians, by managing and enhancing our environment, minimising the 
impacts of development, waste, natural disasters and climate change” and 
the key strategy to “be prepared and proactive in responding to the effects 
of climate change on the community”. 

8.2 The adoption and implementation of the Policy aligns with the emerging 
themes of ‘Shaping Neighbourhoods’ and ‘Climate Action’ that have been 
identified from the responses of nearly 1,500 individuals who actively 
participated in the My Mitchell 2050 engagement survey. Themes such as 
these highlight the increasing desire from community for development and 
design that is both environmentally responsible and sustainable. 

9. Conflict of Interest 

9.1 No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or 
indirect interest in this matter. 

10. Risk Implications 

10.1 Risk Ranking is determined using ROHS201-G1-Corporate Risk Matrix. 
Risk is identified as Low, Medium, High or Very High. 

Risk Risk 
Ranking Proposed Treatments Within Existing 

Resources? 
Financial – increased 
upfront cost to projects 
to include ESD 
minimum standards 

Low 
 

Project scope will need to 
be revised to 
accommodate ESD costs 
to be included within the 
current budget.  

No 
 

Lack of staff 
knowledge on how to 
include ESD standards 
in projects  

Medium It is proposed that the 
ESD standards are rolled 
out in 2021/2022 by 
piloting on at least 3 
projects with technical 
support provided by 
Council’s Sustainability 
officer. 
 
Training and capacity 
building for staff on ESD 
principles was delivered in 
June 2021. 

Yes 

 

https://mitchellshire.sharepoint.com/OHS/OHS%20Manual/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FOHS%2FOHS%20Manual%2F4%20Hazard%20and%20Risk%20Management%2FROHS201%2DG1%2D%20Corporate%20Risk%20Matrix%20A3%20%2D%20Pdf%20version%2Epdf&parent=%2FOHS%2FOHS%20Manual%2F4%20Hazard%20and%20Risk%20Management
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11. Discussion 

11.1 The ESD for Council buildings Policy will be incorporated into Council’s 
Project Management Framework and implemented as part of the scoping 
and definition stages of any project.  

11.2 An ESD Minimum Building Standards for Council Buildings checklist (the 
check list) is currently under development. The draft checklist has been 
reviewed by an ESD consultant and will be used as an internal operational 
document to assist in guiding the implementation of the Policy.  

11.3 ESD training for staff was conducted in June 2021 to support the 
introduction of the Policy and build staff capacity and understanding of ESD. 
The training included: 

• What ESD means - in a council building context; 
• The benefits and challenges of incorporating ESD into projects; and 
• How ESD will apply to different projects. 
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10.9 MITCHELL SHIRE ENVIRONMENT STRATEGIES 2020-2021 ANNUAL 
REPORT 

Author: Elyse Kelly - Environmental Programs Coordinator  
File No: ET/01/001-03 
Attachments: 1. Mitchell Shire Council Environment Strategies Annual Report 

2020-2021       
 

1. Purpose 

1.1 This report provides the annual update on the implementation of the Mitchell 
Shire Environment Strategies for 2020-2021. 

2. Background 

2.1 Local Government has an important role to play in environmental 
management, through its controls over strategic land use planning, 
infrastructure development, facilitating community involvement and 
education, local laws and as a public land manager.   

2.2 Council has adopted various environmental strategies and plans to help 
facilitate Council’s role in both environmental stewardship and 
management.  The Environment Strategies 2020-2021 annual report 
combines actions from the following documents: 

• Mitchell Shire Environment Strategy 2014 – 2024; 
• Mitchell Shire Rural Roadside Environmental Management Plan 2016 

– 2026; 
• Mitchell Shire Sustainable Resource Management Strategy 2011; and  
• Monument Hill Reserve, Kilmore Management Plan 2014. 

3. Key Matters 

3.1 The 2020-2021 Environment Strategies annual report identifies 130 actions 
across the four (4) strategies and plans: 

• 111 (85%) actions completed or ongoing; 

• 10 (8%) actions in progress and will be delivered; and  

• 9 (7%) actions are under review and/or will be considered as part of 
future work plans. 

3.2 The Mitchell Shire Environment Strategy and the Mitchell Shire Rural 
Roadside Environmental Management Plan have three (3) and five (5) 
years respectively until a review is scheduled.    

3.3 The Monument Hill Reserve, Kilmore Management Plan and the 
Sustainable Resource Management Strategy are scheduled to be reviewed 
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in the current financial year.  Any incomplete actions will be addressed as 
part of the review process.   

3.4 The delivery of many actions during the reporting period has been impacted 
by COVID-19 restrictions.  

Recommendation 
THAT Council receive and note the Mitchell Shire Environment Strategies 2020-2021 
annual report. 
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4. Financial, Resource and Asset Management Implications 

4.1 The projects and initiatives undertaken during 2020-2021 to deliver the 
actions in the afore mentioned Environment Strategies have been funded 
by the adopted budget.  

5. Consultation 

5.1 The strategies and plans referenced in this annual report were subject to 
community consultation at the time of their development.   

5.2 The projects and programs referenced in this report included consultation 
and collaboration with various groups and agencies including Landcare, the 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, CFA, Fire Services 
Victoria, Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority, and the 
Mitchell Environment Advisory Committee.   

6. Sustainability Implications (Social and Environmental) 

6.1 The key environmental outcomes from the works undertaken as part of the 
implementation of the Mitchell Shire Council Environment Strategies and 
Plans during the last financial year includes:  

• Improved understanding of ecological values of Council reserves; 

• A decrease amount of declared noxious weeds on Council roadsides 
and reserves; 

• Increased engagement in environmental awareness through 
educational material and citizen science activities; 

• Increased engagement of new rural landholders; 

•  Improved partnerships with key land management agencies;  

• Improved biodiversity values along the Kilmore Creek and Ryan 
Creek;  

• Increased solar capacity of Councils buildings; 

• The development of a strategic approach to fuel management in a key 
bushland reserve; and  

• Increased strategic advice provided by the Mitchell Environment 
Advisory Committee. 
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7. Policy and Legislative Implications 

7.1 The Mitchell Shire environmental strategies and plans referenced in this 
report are implemented in accordance with a range of Local, Regional, State 
and National legislation and policies. 

8. Alignment to Council Plan 

8.1 The works undertaken as part of the 2020-2021 Mitchell Shire Environment 
Strategies assists Council in delivering the Caring for the Environment 
strategic objective of the Council Plan 2017-2021. 

8.2 The Mitchell Shire Environment Strategies and Plans support Goal 3 in the 
Mitchell Shire Council Municipal Health and Wellbeing Plan 2017-2021. 

9. Conflict of Interest 

9.1 No officers involved in the preparation of this report have any direct or 
indirect interest in this matter. 

10. Risk Implications 

10.1 Nil 

11. Discussion 

11.1 Key highlights from the 2020-2021 annual report include;  

• A Fuel Management Plan was developed for Monument Hill reserve with funding 
received from the Safer together program. It was developed in partnership with 
DELWP, CFA and the Taungurung Land and Waters Council.   

• Approximately 769km of roadsides were treated as part of the roadside weed 
control program.  

• A 24Kw solar system was installed at the Greater Beveridge Community Centre, 
adding to the existing 10kW already installed at the site. A monitoring system 
was also installed at the site which enables officers to monitor site specific data.   

• The Environment team supported seven (7) community environmental events.   
In total there were 841 participants at these events.  

• 338 pieces of environmental information distributed, including 221 new rural 
landholder kits and various Council environmental publications. 

• The provision of environmental advice on statutory and strategic planning 
matters continues to be a focus for the environment team, with over 100 
statutory planning referrals completed. The Environment team also provided 
comment on an additional 22 other internal projects.  
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• Nine (9) Mitchell Environment Advisory Committee (MEAC) meetings were held.  
The committee provided written advice on seven (7) matters to Council.  A new 
MEAC committee was also appointed during the 2020-2021 year.   

• 22 properties received the annual Mitchell Shire Conservation covenant grant. 

• A fauna survey was completed for the Monument Hill reserve and Bibron’s 
Toadlet survey (listed as Endangered under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 
1988) was completed for the Seymour Bushland Park.   

• Interpretative signage was installed at the Whitman’s Reserve, Broadford and a 
park name sign at the Highcamp Flora Reserve. 

• COVID-19 restrictions resulted in the annual National Tree Day event being 
delivered via contractors who planted 3,762 native plants along waterways in 
Kilmore.   

• Mitchell Shire became a member of the Council Alliance for Sustainable Built 
Environment (CASBE) and joined the Sustainable Subdivisions trial and the 
Elevating ESD targets in the planning scheme project.   
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11 EXECUTIVE SERVICES  
Nil Reports 
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12 NOTICES OF MOTION 

12.1 NOTICE OF MOTION: NO. 1009 - SUPPORTING AUSTRALIAN 
MANUFACTURING 

Author: Councillor Bill Chisholm  
File No: CL/04/001-03 
Attachments: Nil     
 

I hereby give notice of my intention to move the following motion at the Ordinary 
Council Meeting to be held on 20 September 2021. 
 

MOTION 
THAT Council: 
1. Explores the various ways it could support Australian manufactured products 

through its tender process. As part of this process, seek guidance from both 
State and Federal Governments and appropriate Local Government authorities 
on ways in which this can be achieved.  

 
2. Further that a motion outlining the need to support and encourage Australian 

manufacturing be brought before a future MAV State Council meeting. 
 
Councillors Comment  
Following on from the lessons of the COVID pandemic, and the rapidly changing 
global political situation it is imperative that all Australian’s need to show support for 
Australian manufactured goods and products. Just as individuals should be 
encouraged to buy Australian, Council’s also have an obligation to show leadership 
in this space.  
 
Officer Comment 
 
Council’s draft procurement policy includes a 5% weighting to local contractors and 
services providers. It is currently silent on including a weighting in favour of local 
manufacturers. The intended outcome of this weighting would be to support 
Australian manufacturing jobs and our domestic economy. It is often the case that 
even local contractors utilise products that are acquired from overseas. This can 
especially be the case with building materials and specialised plant and equipment. It 
would not be a simple matter of trying to identify whether the good or service was 
wholly made in Australia. Tenderers would need to provide information on where 
goods and services included in the tender submission originated from to determine 
the locally produced component.  
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Signed: ____________________ 
Cr Bill Chisholm 

Date: 27 August 2021 
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13 DELEGATES REPORTS  
Nil Reports 

14 GENERAL BUSINESS  
Nil Reports  

15 GENERAL BUSINESS 
 

16 URGENT BUSINESS 
 

17 CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS 

RECOMMENDATION 
THAT in accordance with Section 66(1) and 66(2)(a) of the Local Government 
Act 2020, Council resolves to close the meeting to members of the public to 
consider the following items which relate to matters specified under Section 3(1), 
as specified below. 

17.1 Confirmation of Minutes of previous Confidential Meeting 
s3(1)h confidential meeting information, being the records of meetings closed to the 
public under section 66(2)(a) 
The Minutes of the previous confidential meeting of Council contain information that 
has been determined by Council to be confidential in accordance with s3(1) of the 
Local Government Act 2020.  

17.2 RFT20217 - Provision of Professional Services; Restoration Works 
for Whitburgh Cottage, Kilmore 
s3(1)(g)(ii) Private commercial information, being information provided by a business, 
commercial or financial undertaking that if released, would unreasonably expose the 
business, commercial or financial undertaking to disadvantage. 

17.3 RFT132769 – Greenhill Reserve Main Oval Female Friendly 
Changeroom Upgrade Project – Contract Amendment 
s3(1)(a) Council business information, being information that would prejudice the 
Council's position in commercial negotiations if prematurely released. 

17.4 RFT202133 – Sport Lighting Project – Wallan Tennis and Kings 
Park 
s3(1)(a) Council business information, being information that would prejudice the 
Council's position in commercial negotiations if prematurely released. 
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17.5 RFT132662 Harley Hammond Reserve Netball and Tennis Pavilion - 
Contingency Allowance 
s3(1)(a) Council business information, being information that would prejudice the 
Council's position in commercial negotiations if prematurely released. 

17.6 Re-opening of Meeting to members of the public 
 

 

 

18 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

The next Ordinary meeting of Council is scheduled to be held on Monday 18 
October 2021 at the Mitchell Council Chambers, 113 High Street Broadford, 
commencing at 7.00pm.  

19 CLOSE OF MEETING 


